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Abstract

As fog computing brings processing and storage resources to the edge of the
network, there is an increasing need of automated placement (i.e., host se-
lection) to deploy distributed applications. Such a placement must conform
to applications’ resource requirements in a heterogeneous and dynamic fog
infrastructure, and deal with the complexity brought by Internet of Things
(IoT) applications tied to sensors / actuators. This thesis presents a model,
an objective function, and heuristic algorithms to address the problem of
placing distributed IoT applications in the fog. By combining proposed
heuristics, our approach is able to deal with large scale problems, and to ef-
ficiently make placement decisions fitting the objective—optimizing placed
applications’ performance. The proposed approach is validated through
complexity analysis and comparative simulation with varying sizes of in-
frastructures and applications.
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Nowadays, the Internet of Things (IoT) envisions interconnecting every
thing and person via the Internet. According to the estimation of Cisco [1],
there will be 50 billions of end devices (or “things”) connected to various
networks by 2020. With such a huge amount of end devices that can sense /
actuate to the physical environment, the IoT shapes the future interaction
between human and the world. However, these end devices must generate
a high volume of data to process, which makes it necessary to leverage
resources beyond end devices.

Cloud computing [2], which concentrates processing and storage re-
sources with data centers, is positioned as a key enabler of IoT applica-
tions (i.e., applications tied to sensors / actuators for processing sensory
data or actuating to the environment). Based on resource-rich data centers,
the cloud provides an “infinite” resource pool, and can be used to overcome
shortcomings of resource-constrained end devices. However, being located in
the core network, data centers are far from end devices (in terms of network
latency), which makes the cloud unsuitable for time sensitive IoT applica-
tions. Furthermore, the huge amount of sensors are likely to generate high
volume of data. Transferring all sensor-generated raw data to the cloud can
congest the core network.

Motivated by IoT applications that require low response times, data
privacy enforcement, and the control over the amount of data commuting
by the core network, fog computing [3, 4] extends the cloud by making use
of devices close to sensors and actuators (i.e., devices in the edge network
layer and even end devices). Composed of devices distributed in different
network layers, the fog makes it possible to process data locally (i.e., in
devices closer to the data’s sensors than the cloud), which helps to lower
applications’ response time. Moreover, high-volume sensory data can be
filtered and aggregated through local analytics. In this way, only post-
analysis data needs to be sent to the cloud (for storage and further mining),
which reduces the bandwidth consumption in the core network.
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1.1 Motivation
To take the advantage of local resources provided by the fog, a proper de-
cision of where to place applications (i.e., how to select applications’ hosts)
must be made. Such placement decisions impact both applications’ per-
formance and the hardware resource consumption. However, known to be
an NP-hard problem [5, 6], applications’ placement decision-making in the
context of IoT and fog exhibits the following challenges:

• Heterogeneity: the fog contains a large number of heterogeneous de-
vices connected to various networks. These devices’ resource capacities,
network positions, and privacy / hardware / software features strongly
differ.

• Constraint diversity: to be executed properly, IoT applications must
conform to many kinds of constraints, which are related to consumable
resources (e.g., processing and bandwidth capacities), non-consumable
properties (e.g., network latency, privacy), and different entities (e.g.,
software elements and communication channels, which compose appli-
cations).

• Locality and geo-distribution: to process sensory data locally, an
IoT application need to be localized (i.e., be placed in devices close
to sensors / actuators that the application tied to). However, as sen-
sors / actuators are spread over different geographical locations, an IoT
application can span multiple localization areas, which complicates the
application’s localization.

• Scalability: to be reactive to applications’ deployment requests, place-
ment decisions must be made time-efficiently. However, the complexity
of placement problem dramatically increases with the fog’s and appli-
cations’ sizes, which makes it hard to deal with large-scale problems.

• Dynamicity: because of applications’ arrival / departure and volatile
end devices (e.g., devices’ mobility / churn), the fog and applications to
place have a constant varying and unpredictable nature.

The fog and IoT bring new challenges (such as aforementioned ones) for
applications’ placement. Placement approaches for placing applications in
the cloud, which have been investigated in many works, are not designed to
and can not deal with these challenges. As a result, new mechanisms must
be developed to address them.

1.2 Contribution
This work deals with the problem of placing IoT applications in the fog,
and aims at optimizing placed applications’ performance. As stated in Sec-
tion 1.1, the fog is highly dynamic, which makes it necessary to continuously

2
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update a placement decision to adapt to dynamic changes. Thus, this work
solves the placement problem with two phases:

• initial placement, for making an initial placement decision when no ap-
plication is placed;

• dynamic placement, for dynamically adjusting the placement decision
so as to adapt to dynamic changes.

To solve the placement problem and to overcome challenges discussed in
Section 1.1, this work makes the following contributions:

• An initial placement decision-making mechanism. More precisely, this
mechanism contains:

– a model that formulates the problem of placing a set of IoT appli-
cations in a fog infrastructure;

– an objective function that aims at optimizing applications’ perfor-
mance;

– a naive algorithm which guarantees to find a placement that satisfies
considered applications’ requirements if such a placement exists;

– five combinable heuristics that accelerate the placement decision-
making process, make the placement algorithm much more scalable,
and improve placement result quality according to the objective
function.

• A complexity analysis and a simulation-based evaluation of the proposed
initial placement mechanism. The evaluation compares different heuris-
tic combinations and heuristics’ parameter settings from two aspects:
i) scalability in terms of the problem scale that an algorithm can deal
with within a timeout; ii) result quality in terms of placed applications’
average response time.

• A dynamic placement decision-making mechanism, which extends the
initial placement decision-making mechanism to deal with the dynamic-
ity of the placement problem. This mechanism combines: i) a placement
re-optimization approach, which purposes to keep the placement close to
the optimum; ii) a placement repairing approach, which rapidly repairs
the placement when certain constraints are violated because of dynamic
changes.

• An evaluation of the proposed dynamic placement mechanism, which
compares a set of dynamic placement algorithms under different types
of dynamicity (i.e., applications’ arrival, devices’ mobility / churn).

These contributions lead to two publications [7, 8].

3
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1.3 Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 details this work’s
background. The initial placement problem introduces a lower complexity
and is discussed first in Part I. In detail, Chapter 3 gives the initial place-
ment’s state of the art, which discusses exact algorithms, metaheuristics,
and heuristics proposed in related works for solving the initial placement
problem; Chapter 4 proposes our mechanism for making initial placement
decisions, which gives our model, naive placement algorithm, accompanied
heuristics, and an analysis of the algorithm complexity; Chapter 5 evaluates
the proposed initial placement approach, which compares different combi-
nations of heuristics proposed in Chapter 4 based on two use cases. Based
on the initial placement approach proposed in Part I, Part II tackles the
dynamic placement problem. In detail, Chapter 6 gives the state of the art
for the dynamic placement; Chapter 7 proposes our mechanism for making
dynamic placement decisions, which gives an approach that dynamically re-
optimizes the placement, an approach that make placement decisions rapidly
when the placement is no longer valid because of the dynamicity, and these
two approaches’ combination; Chapter 8 evaluates the proposed dynamic
placement mechanism. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes and discusses future
works.
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This chapter gives basic concepts of Internet of Things (IoT), fog com-
puting, and applications’ placement.

2.1 Internet of Things

2.1.1 Overview

The IoT shapes a paradigm in which the physical environment around us is
embedded with sensors / actuators connected to the Internet [9]. Sensors
convert physical parameters into digital data, from which we can derive to
information / knowledge of the physical environment. Actuators transform
logical decisions to physical actions, based on which the physical world can
be affected.

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, an IoT ecosystem contains both hardware
devices and software applications. IoT applications analyze sensory data
gathered from sensors, and realize actions to the physical world through
actuators. An IoT application can have multiple sensors and actuators co-
operating to get environmental information and to realize reaction decisions
made by the application. Considering that the IoT is a world-wide network
of interconnected devices, devices’ cooperation makes many innovative IoT
applications possible. Some IoT application fields are discussed in the next
subsection.

2.1.2 Application Fields

The IoT affects how people interact with the environment in many fields.
Two representative examples—smart home and smart transportation are
detailed in the following.
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Figure 2.1: IoT Ecosystem Schema (containing software applications and a huge
number of heterogeneous devices).
Source: http://siliconangle.com

Smart Home

With household sensors, a wide range of environmental parameters (e.g.,
temperature, humidity, air quality, door open / close, human / pet pres-
ence) can be sensed, which allows applications to better understand the
home environment, and to make the physical condition of a home more
comfortable [10, 11]. For example, the lighting can be automated in a var-
ious context, such as: turning off corresponding lights when a room is not
occupied, or when there is enough sunlight; turning on all lights (and ac-
tivate an alarm) when encountering security issues or accidents (e.g., fire);
adjusting window shades according to inhabitants’ current states (e.g., read-
ing, taking a rest, etc). Similar services based on IoT include automated
heating, patient / aging monitoring, voice-based control, and so on.

With household devices connected to the Internet, a home’s information
can be shared with neighbors, which brings the intelligence to the neighbor-
hood [12] and allows providing services such as public security / emergency
service, healthcare service within the community, and so on. A detailed IoT
application example in this field is discussed in Section 5.2.

Smart Transportation

By equipping vehicles and roads with sensors, the IoT paradigm helps to
gather traffic information, avoid traffic jams, assist the driving, and finally
realize an intelligent traffic control [10]. Moreover, supply chains can also be
optimized based on the IoT [10]. By monitoring transported goods’ quality,
realtime distribution decisions can be made during the transport. Such
decisions allow timely delivering perishable goods such as fruits and meat,

6
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which results in less wasting. A detailed smart transportation application
is discussed in Section 5.3.

2.2 Fog Computing
Today, there are billions of end devices connected to the Internet. However,
despite the huge amount, end devices are constrained by kinds of physical
constraints concerning temperature, physical space, and so on, which makes
them suffer from limited processing / storage resource capacities1. Because
of such limits, a single end device does not suit to carry out calculation-
intensive data analysis. Considering that almost all sensory data is gen-
erated by end devices, these data must be transferred to (and analyzed
in) devices capable enough. Being able to fulfill such a requirement of re-
sources, two infrastructure paradigms—cloud computing and fog computing
have been positioned as key enablers of IoT applications, and are introduced
in the following.

2.2.1 Overview: from Cloud to Fog

Cloud computing [2], which enables a ubiquitous and on-demand network
access to a resource pool, allows deploying applications in Data Centers
(DC). Based on resource-rich DCs, a cloud has a huge amount of processing
/ storage resources, whose capacity can be considered as “infinite”. By pro-
viding an “infinite” resource pool over the Internet, cloud computing makes
up shortcomings of resource-constrained end devices in the IoT paradigm.

Although the cloud is highly capable, it has to face substantial chal-
lenges for deploying time-sensitive / bandwidth-hungry / privacy-sensitive
applications:

• Being located in the Internet backbone, clouds’ DCs are far from end
devices in terms of network latency2, which makes the cloud unsuitable
for time-sensitive IoT applications.

• As illustrated in Figure 2.2, end devices must go through the core net-
work to communicate with clouds. Because available bandwidth of the
core network is limited, if bandwidth-hungry IoT applications keep send-
ing high-volume data to clouds, the core network will be congested.

• The privacy of applications deployed on the cloud can be risked because:
i) a public cloud, which is shared by multiple users, can not guarantee
that personal data stored on the cloud is always kept private; ii) data
transferred to the cloud must pass by many networks (or network links),
which results in a large surface to be attacked.

1Some sensors / actuators even do not have any processing or storage resources.
2The network latency between a DC and an end device can be hundreds of milliseconds.
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Motivated by these applications, another hardware paradigm—fog comput-
ing is proposed.

Figure 2.2: Network Positions of Cloud, Edge Devices, and End Devices.
Source: [13]

In order to extend the cloud to “ground” level, fog computing [3, 4] makes
use of devices in lower network layers, including devices in the edge (e.g.,
routers, gateways) and end devices. Based on these devices, which are closer
to sensors / actuators than DCs, the fog gains the following advantages:

• low network latency. By deploying IoT applications near to their sensors
/ actuators, sensory data can be analyzed locally, which helps to lower
the time spent for transferring the data3.

• bandwidth preservation. By analyzing / filtering / aggregating data
locally, the fog can avoid transferring raw data to DCs, which helps to
preserve the bandwidth of the core network.

• reinforced privacy. By using end devices, the fog allows storing / pro-
cessing an end user’s data in her / his own devices, which better protects
personal data’s privacy.

• high availability. A fog contains a huge number of geographically dis-
tributed devices. Applications deployed in the fog can be replicated in
devices for serving different geographic regions. In this case, when a de-
vice is down, the other devices can provide a fast fail-over, which helps
to avoid the problem of single point of failure.

3The network latency between a fog device and a sensor / actuator can be tens of
milliseconds or even lower.
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Edge / end devices help to overcome drawbacks of the cloud. However,
unlike resource-rich DCs, an edge / end device can not be as capable as a
DC. Moreover, caused by end devices’ volatility (i.e., unpredictable churn /
mobility), end devices are not as stable as the cloud. Consequently, edge /
end devices are rather an extension than a replacement of the cloud.

Fog computing integrates cloud and edge / end devices, and allows tak-
ing advantages of both of them. With “infinite” resources, the cloud is
suitable for intensive / time-insensitive processing and high-volume / per-
manent storage. On the other hand, time-sensitive / bandwidth-hungry /
privacy-sensitive applications can be deployed in devices in lower network
layers. In this case, local analytics can be performed in edge / end devices to
make real-time decisions, and provides local storage to improve applications’
performance. Moreover, raw data generated by sensors can be filtered and
aggregated in edge / end devices, which allows transferring only the data
to be further mined to the cloud, and lowers the bandwidth consumption in
the core network. Such a cooperation of devices in different network layers
allows them to overcome each other’s bottlenecks and mutually benefit from
each other. Thus, compared with the cloud, many more applications can be
satisfied by fog computing.

2.2.2 Related Technologies

This subsection discusses several technologies related to cloud / fog com-
puting, as detailed in the following.

Distributed Application

A distributed application is an application that can be run on multiple net-
worked devices [14]. Such an application is decomposed into multiple func-
tional and deployment units, namely software elements, which communicate
with each other via communication channels and carry out calculation to
realize the application’s monolithic functionalities. Because of the distribu-
tion nature, a distributed application can make use of resources of different
devices, and suit well distributed infrastructures such as cloud and fog.

Virtualization

Based on the virtualization technology [15], a device can be logically divided
into multiple Virtual Machines (VM) / containers. Each VM / container
uses only a predefined (and configurable) share of this device’s resources.
In this way, different software elements can be deployed on VMs / contain-
ers of a same device to share its resources. Thanks to the virtualization,
cloud / fog computing arrives to be an open and extensible architecture en-
abling third party developers to deploy their applications and to share the
infrastructure’s resources.

9
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Live Migration

Live migration [16] refers to the process of moving a running VM / container
between two different devices, which relies on: i) transferring memory / disk
contents of the VM / container from the source device to the destination
device; ii) stopping the original VM / container, transferring memory / disk
changes, and starting the cloned VM / container, which implies a temporal
pause of the VM / container. Based on live migration, a VM / container
can be migrated without disconnecting entities communicating with it, and
deployed applications are made highly reconfigurable.

Middleware

As depicted in Figure 2.3, to run applications on an infrastructure, a mid-
dleware is needed to link software applications with hardware devices [10].
Such a middleware is a software layer consisting of three sub-layers:

• application composition, which instantiates (or constructs) and models
applications to deploy;

• application management, which manages each application’s life cycle in
an infrastructure (i.e., deployment, reconfiguration, deletion, etc);

• device abstraction, which models hardware devices.

Figure 2.3: Middleware Architecture.
Source: [10]

Such a middleware is provided by and integrated with the cloud / fog,
which simplifies applications’ operations, and allows users of the cloud / fog
to focus on their applications’ core business.

10
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2.3 Applications’ Placement
Applications’ placement plays a key role in “application management” of
cloud / fog’s middleware (see Figure 2.3), which indicates where to deploy
considered applications (i.e., selecting a hosting device for each software
element) [17]. Considering that a component is possible to be hosted by any
device, there can be many possibilities for placing a set of applications in
an infrastructure. Among these possibilities, one placement must be chosen
as a decision, according to which applications are deployed. The problem
of how to make such placement decisions is referred to as the placement
problem.

A placement decision impacts both placed applications’ performance and
the infrastructure’s hardware resource consumption [18]. Given a placement
problem, its placement decision should be (or be close to) the optimal one
(regarding the problem’s optimization objective, e.g., optimizing applica-
tions’ performance). Thus, the placement problem can be considered as
an optimization problem. To ensure placed applications’ proper execution,
enough resources must be provided to each software element / communica-
tion channel. Thus, the placement problem is also a search problem with
constraints, and a valid decision must conform to all constraints [19, 20].

A placement problem can be further complicated by devices’ mobility
/ churn and applications’ arrival / departure, which make the placement
problem (i.e., the infrastructure and applications to place) changes dynam-
ically. In this case, the placement problem can be divided into the following
two sub-problems [21, 22]:

• initial placement problem, whose placement decisions are made initially
when no application is placed.

• dynamic placement problem, whose placement decisions are made for ad-
justing the current placement (i.e., changing certain software elements’
hosts).

The initial and dynamic placement problems can be specially dealt with,
which allows them to be solved more efficiently [23, 24].
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Initial Placement
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This chapter gives initial placement’s state of the art. Section 3.1 de-
scribes the initial placement problem, and introduces several criteria that
must be considered for placing IoT applications in the fog. Section 3.2 dis-
cusses related works.

3.1 Problem Description and Criteria
As stated in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, dealing with a placement prob-
lem is for making a decision of mapping a set of software elements (i.e.,
components) onto a set of hardware devices. All possible mappings (i.e.,
placements) compose a search space, within which one placement must be
selected as the decision. In the initial placement problem, the decision is
made initially when no application is placed. For designing an approach
dealing with this problem in the context of fog and IoT, several criteria
must be considered, as detailed in the following.

Result Quality. A placement problem is a search / optimization prob-
lem with an optimization objective (e.g., optimizing applications’ perfor-
mance / minimizing the infrastructure’s resource consumption). Ideally,
given such a problem, the optimal placement should be returned. How-
ever, for accelerating the decision-making process, many approaches does
not guarantee to return the optimum. How much an approach’s results
fit the optimization objective strongly impacts placed applications’ perfor-
mance / the infrastructure’s resource consumption. For discussing different
approaches’ result quality, studied works are classified into four levels:

• ++ : returning the optimal result;
• + : being able to get close to the optimum;
• − : risking of trapping into a local optimum;
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• −− : returning a result with random quality.

Scalability. To be reactive to applications’ deployment requests, place-
ment decisions must be made time-efficiently. However, the placement prob-
lem is proven to be NP-hard [5, 6], which makes it hard to deal with large
scale problems. Under a timeout, an approach that is able to deal with
larger placement problems (i.e., to place more components in an infrastruc-
ture with more devices) is more scalable. Generally, an approach’s scalability
is strongly related to the result quality it guarantees. For discussing different
approaches’ scalability, studied works are classified into four levels:

• ++ : applying certain approaches specialized for accelerating the search
(without taking care of the result quality);

• + : searching for a valid placement around a placement with satisfactory
quality;

• − : continuously refining the result with a timeout (or until the result
can not be significantly improved);

• −− : continuing the search until the optimum is guaranteed to be found
out.

Constraint Coverage. To ensure that placed applications can be exe-
cuted properly in the fog, a valid placement must conform to several kinds
of constraints:

i) each component must be provided with enough IT resources (i.e., CPU,
RAM, DISK).

ii) each component must be placed in a device with required properties
(e.g., privacy, OS, etc).

iii) each communication channel (via which components communicate with
each other) must be provided with enough network resources (i.e., net-
work latency, bandwidth).

Many approaches in the context of cloud only deal with constraint i).
However, for placing IoT applications in the fog, more constraints must
be covered. Considering that devices in the fog are highly heterogeneous
(e.g., belong to different users, have different OS), constraint ii) must be
taken into account for satisfying applications requiring specific properties
(e.g., a privacy-sensitive component must be placed in its owner’s devices).
Considering that the fog contains resource-constrained links, constraint iii)
must be taken into account for satisfying time-sensitive / bandwidth-hungry
applications.

Location Dependency. Based on sensing / actuating services, an
IoT application is tied to its sensors / actuators, whose locations must be
considered when making placement decisions.
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Heterogeneity. Devices in the fog are of different resource capacities,
located in different network layers, and connect to different networks. Such
heterogeneity must be supported as well.

These criteria are used to evaluate each related work detailed in Sec-
tion 3.2.

3.2 Related Works of Initial Placement

Among studied works, [25, 6, 24, 26, 27] focus on fog computing; [28] is
generic enough to suit both fog and cloud. From applications’ point of
view, [25, 6, 26, 27] deal with IoT applications. As fog computing is still
a recently emerging research topic, other related works are rather in the
context of cloud. Nevertheless, they are still worth to discuss.

The related works are classified into exact algorithms, metaheuristics,
and heuristics, and are respectively discussed in Section 3.2.1, Section 3.2.2,
and Section 3.2.3. Finally, these works are summarized and compared in
Section 3.2.4.

3.2.1 Exact Algorithms

[25] deals with the problem of placing IoT applications in an infrastructure
containing cloud DCs and edge devices. Based on Integer Linear Program-
ming (ILP), this problem is expressed with mathematical constraints and
an objective function. With mathematical constraints, [25] ensures that
each component gets enough CPU, RAM, and DISK resources, and that
each communication channel’s network latency can be accepted for prop-
erly executing considered applications. In order to make placed applications
more reactive, this approach applies an objective function of maximizing
the number of components placed in the edge (rather than in the cloud). A
problem expressed with ILP can be solved by generic ILP solvers, such as
CPLEX [29]. Given a placement problem, starting from a random initial
placement, ILP solvers continuously approaches the optimum until no better
placement exists (i.e., the optimal placement is found), which makes [25]’s
result quality classified as ++. Dealing with IoT applications in the cloud
and edge, this approach supports both location dependency and heterogene-
ity. However, because the search has to be continued until the optimum is
guaranteed to be found out, this approach gets a scalability classified as
−−. For constraint coverage, [25] discusses IT resources and network la-
tency without taking bandwidth and devices’ properties into account.

An exhaustive algorithm based on backtrack search is proposed in [6].
An example of the search process for placing two components in two devices
is given in Figure 3.1. This algorithm finds out all valid (i.e., conforming to
constraints) placements, among which the best one (regarding the objective
function) is returned. Such a best placement among all valid ones must be
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the optimum, thus [6]’s result quality is classified as ++. However, this
algorithm has to traverse the search space, which result in a scalability
classified as −−. Dealing with IoT applications’ placement in the fog, [6]
supports all constraints, location dependency, and heterogeneity.

∅

(
comp1, dev2

) (
comp1, dev2
comp2, dev2

)
(

comp1, dev2
comp2, dev1

)

(
comp1, dev1

) (
comp1, dev1
comp2, dev2

)
(

comp1, dev1
comp2, dev1

)

Figure 3.1: Exhaustive Search Example (Exhaustive begins by testing to place
comp1 in dev1, which fails because of constraint violations; after placing comp1 in
dev2, two valid placements are found out; finally, between these two valid place-
ments, Exhaustive selects and returns the one that better fits the optimization
objective.).

Given a placement problem, an exact algorithm guarantees to deliver the
optimal result. However, a placement problem’s search space exponentially
increases with the problem size (i.e., the number of components to place and
the number of devices in the infrastructure). With a guarantee of finding the
optimal placement, given a large-scale placement problem, both exhaustive
algorithm and ILP have to visit a huge number of placements, which results
in high execution times and make these algorithms hardly scalable.

3.2.2 Metaheuristics

Given a placement problem, metaheuristics visit only a subset of place-
ments in the search space, and return the best placement among visited
ones [30, 31]. By making such a trade-off of result quality and scalability,
metaheuristics accelerate the search at a cost of losing the guarantee of find-
ing the optimal placement. Each metaheuristic has a specific strategy to get
close to the optimum as fast as possible, and stops when the result quality
can no longer be improved (or reaching a predefined timeout / maximal
iteration round).

[24] iteratively improves a placement p based on hill climbing. At each
iteration, it tests all neighbors1 of p, and updates p as the best placement
among tested ones according to the objective function. In this way, p fits

1A placement p’s neighbor is a placement that changes at most a predefined number
of components’ hosts based on p.
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better and better the optimization objective. However, testing all neighbors
at each iteration, this approach can repeatedly visit and test some place-
ments, which lowers its efficiency. The search stops until p does not have a
better neighbor, and thus this approach’s scalability is classified as −. More-
over, starting from a random initial placement, the search usually traps into
a local optimum, which makes [24]’s result quality classified as −. Dealing
with IoT applications in the cloud and edge, this approach supports both lo-
cation dependency and heterogeneity. For constraint coverage, IT resources,
network latency, and bandwidth are taken into account, and only devices’
properties is not discussed.

Based on simulated annealing, [32] tries to widely scatter visited place-
ments at the beginning of a search. Then, it continuously improves a place-
ment when approaching the end of the search (i.e., getting close to the
timeout), and finally returns the best placement among visited ones. Such
a procedure is based on a changing probability proba, which decreases along
with the algorithm execution. At each iteration, a random neighbor n of the
current placement p is visited, and p is updated to be n (or not) according
to the following principles:
• if n fits better the objective function than p, p is assigned to n;
• otherwise, if a random value in [0, 1) is lower than proba, a lower qual-

ified n is also accepted and used to update p;
• otherwise, p is not updated, and thus the search continues to visit the

next neighbor based on a same p.
Different from hill climbing, whose current placement is always the best, [32]
allows p being assigned to a placement with lower quality. Along with the
search, the value of proba decreases continuously. Consequently, p is more
and more probable to be improved (rather than worsen) at each iteration,
which avoids continuously visiting worse placements when getting close to
the end of the search. Such an approach allows escaping from a local op-
timum, and thus results in a better result quality classified as +. During
simulated annealing’s search, one trajectory (or a set of placements) can be
visited multiple times, which makes the algorithm inefficient. Because the
search is stopped when a timeout is exceeded or p is no longer significantly
improved, [32]’s scalability is classified as −. Dealing with applications’
placement in the cloud, this approach supports heterogeneous DCs. How-
ever, location dependency is not considered, and only the constraint of IT
resources is discussed.

Tabu search [33] avoids repeatedly visiting placements by using a tabu
list. A tabu list has a given size, and is used to store recently visited place-
ments. At each iteration, based on the current placement p, tabu search
generates a set of neighbors outside the tabu list. Then, among generated
neighbors, the best one is selected to update p. By keeping exploring unvis-
ited placements, tabu search approaches the optimal result little by little.
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Based on tabu search, this approach can also escape from local optimums,
and thus the result quality is classified as +. [33] stops the search when ex-
ceeding a timeout or no longer significantly improving p, thus the scalability
is classified as −. [33] deals with the placement problem in the context of
cloud, and supports heterogeneous DCs. However, location dependency is
not considered, and only the constraint of IT resources is discussed.

Based on Genetic Algorithm (GA), [26] iteratively refines a population
(i.e., a number of placements). At each iteration, GA generates offspring
(i.e., new placements) by swapping component-device mappings2 between
parents (i.e., placements of the population). Then, newly generated off-
spring are added to and thereby enlarges the population. According to the
optimization objective, only the best N (i.e., a predefined population size
ceiling) placements are kept in the population for further offspring genera-
tion. After a certain rounds of iterations, the best placement in the final
population is returned. Similar to metaheuristics discussed above, [26] gets
closer to the optimum iteration by iteration, and stops the search when ex-
ceeding a timeout or no longer significantly improving the best placement.
Thus, its result quality is classified as +, and the scalability is classified as
−. Dealing with IoT applications in the cloud and edge, this approach sup-
ports both location dependency and heterogeneity. For constraint coverage,
[26] discusses IT resources and network latency without taking bandwidth
and devices’ properties into account.

[34] makes placement decisions using Ant Colony Optimization (ACO),
which iteratively generates placements according to the probability of each
component-device mapping (i.e., the probability of placing a component
in a device). At each iteration, such probabilities are tuned according to
the evaluation of generated placements’ quality, which help to generate bet-
ter placements according to the optimization objective. When a predefined
timeout is exceeded (or when the search no longer significantly improves the
placement), the best placement among generated ones is returned. Thus,
same as metaheuristics discussed above, this approach’s result quality is
classified as +, and the scalability is classified as −. Dealing with appli-
cations’ placement in the cloud, this approach does not support location
dependency, and considers the constraints of IT resources and bandwidth
consumption. To respect each link’s bandwidth capacity, [34] limits each de-
vice’s I/O throughput. Such an approach must be based on a homogeneous
network (i.e., each device is connected by a single network link), and does
not suit the heterogeneous fog (i.e., a device can be connected by multiple
links, and using the sum of these links’ capacities as the device’s limit of
I/O throughput still can exceed certain links’ bandwidth capacities). As a
result, the heterogeneity is not supported.

Among discussed metaheuristics, hill climbing, simulated annealing, and
2A component-device mapping indicates the component’s host (i.e., the device).
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tabu search update a placement by visiting and testing its neighbors. Given
a problem, they follow one specific search trajectory for improving the result
quality little by little. Differently, GA maintains a population, and ACO
maintains a set of probabilities. Both GA and ACO make it possible to
“jump” (rather than improving little by little) to the optimum. However,
such a jump is in a probabilistic manner without guaranteeing the improve-
ment efficiency. Moreover, all these algorithms start the search from random
initial placement(s), because of which the efficiency can not be guaranteed.
Furthermore, these algorithms’ result quality relies on predefined parame-
ters (e.g., tabu list size, population size, timeout, etc), whose proper values
are problem-dependent and difficult to assign without experience.

3.2.3 Heuristics

Both exact algorithms and metaheuristics can be adapted to deal with a
wide range of optimization / search problems. Differently, a heuristic is
specially designed for a specific kind of problems, so that it can make use of
specific features of its problems to improve the algorithm efficiency. Same
as metaheuristics, heuristics do not guarantee to find optimal results. For
solving placement problems, some heuristics (such as [35], [36], and [28]) rely
on human knowledge (i.e., the experience of what kind of placements can
be high-qualified) to guide the search to a satisfactory result. Considering
components’ concurrency to limited resources in placement problems, some
heuristics (such as [27] and [37]) prioritize components related to resource
requirements hard to satisfy, which helps to find a valid placement rapidly.

[35] selects DCs of distributed clouds for hosting an application dealing
with end users’ requests. In order to optimize such an application’s per-
formance, [35] tries to minimize two values: i) selected DCs’ distance (i.e.,
network latency or hop number) to the end users, ii) selected DCs’ diameter
(i.e., the longest distance between selected DCs). To addresses this problem,
the heuristic proposed in [35] first selects the nearest DC to the end users’
center. Then, as long as selected DCs do not have enough resources to fulfill
the application, a new DC that minimizes the increase of diameter is se-
lected. In this way, DCs are selected until sufficient resources can be used to
host the application while fitting the optimization objective. This heuristic
guides the search to a satisfactory placement close to the optimum, which
makes both result quality and scalability of this approach classified as +.
Although the heuristic fits well this approach’s optimization objective, the
proposed model does not consider the communication between components.
Even if selected DCs’ diameter is minimized, [35] can place components
communicating with each other in different DCs while placing components
without inter-communication in a same DC, which lowers the application’s
performance. Without discussing the communication, the constraint of net-
work resources is not covered, neither is the constraint of devices’ properties.
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Heterogeneous DCs can be supported, and the considered application is tied
to end users’ locations. However, this approach uses one location (i.e., end
user locations’ center) to position all end users, which must be based on the
assumption that all end users are in a same localization area (otherwise, the
application will be placed around the center that is not close to any end
user). As a result, [35] suits only applications tied to a single location, and
can not deal with applications serving multiple localization areas.

To overcome [35]’s limitation—an application can be tied to only one
location, instead of localizing an application (i.e., guiding an application to
be close to its end users) as a whole, [36] localizes each component with
the following heuristic. By using geographic coordinates to position DCs,
end users, and components, each component is initially assigned to the geo-
graphic center of end users it communicates with. Then, through an iterative
algorithm, each component’s coordinates is updated iteratively to the center
of end users and components it communicates with. Finally, each component
is placed in its nearest DC with enough resources to host it. Based on this
heuristic, each component c can be placed in a DC close to end users and
components that c communicates with. Similar to [35], both result quality
and scalability of [36] are classified as +, and the constraints of network
resources and devices’ properties are not discussed. [36] assumes that the
network latency between two devices is proportional to their geographical
distance. Such an assumption suits distributed clouds with homogeneous
DCs, but not the fog with heterogeneous devices. In the fog, the network
latency between devices connected to different sub-networks (e.g., two mo-
biles relatively connected to WiFi and 4G networks) can be relatively high,
even if these devices are close to each other geographically, and thus the
assumption that geographical proximity leads to a low network latency is
not always true in the fog. As a result, the heterogeneity is considered to
be not supported.

In an infrastructure composed of distributed devices, [28] places a Data
Stream Processing application processing data generated by certain devices.
By defining a link’s usage as the product of its latency and consumed band-
width, [28] aims at minimizing the global network usage (i.e., the sum of
each link’s usage). A latency space is used to position devices and compo-
nents, in which the distance between two devices represents (and is propor-
tional to) the network latency between them. After constructing the latency
space with Vivaldi algorithm [38], the following heuristic is launched to make
placement decisions. Each component’s coordinate (in the latency space) is
initialized according to coordinates of devices providing data to this compo-
nent. Then, each component’s coordinate is refined by an iterative algorithm
to better fit the optimization objective. Finally, each component is placed
in the nearest device respecting all considered constraints. This approach
guides each component to its optimal coordinate for minimizing the network
usage, makes its result quality and scalability both classified as +, and sup-
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ports both location dependency and heterogeneity. However, a device closer
to the optimal coordinate is not guaranteed to fit better the optimization
objective (compared with another device). Moreover, this approach does
not consider the constraints of bandwidth and devices’ properties.

For placing IoT applications in the fog, [27] takes all constraints in the
constraint coverage criterion (i.e., IT resource, network resource, devices’
properties) into account. Given a component c, a device is compatible to
c if it has enough resources and all properties (e.g., OS, installed software
packages) required by c3. Before placing any component, [27] counts each
component’s compatible devices. Regarding that a component with more
compatible devices is likely to have more choices to be placed, [27] places
priorly a component with less compatible devices, which helps to avoid re-
sources that must be provided to certain components being offered to other
ones. By applying such a heuristic specialized for accelerating the search,
this approach’s scalability is classified as ++, and both location dependency
and heterogeneity are supported. However, this approach returns the first
valid placement found, whose quality is rather random. Thus, [27]’s result
quality is classified as −−. Furthermore, during the search, in which com-
ponents are placed one by one, the actual number of compatible devices of
each component evolves (because of resource consumption). Consequently,
this heuristic is prone to encounter counter-examples, which can incur high
execution times.

For overcoming [27] drawback—evaluating resource scarcity statically,
[37] orders components with resources’ evolution taken into account during
the search. Each time when a component is placed, [37] re-evaluates the
resource scarcity for each component, and satisfies first a component requir-
ing a higher ratio of its accessible resources. Given a set of components, a
“larger” component with respect to available resources is given a higher pri-
ority. This heuristic is specialized for accelerating the search without taking
result quality into account. Thus, this approach’s scalability is classified as
++, and the result quality is classified as −−. Dealing with the placement
problem in the context of cloud, this approach supports heterogeneous DCs,
but the location dependency is not discussed. Moreover, [37] does not take
network resources and devices’ properties into account. Using only CPU
and RAM requirements as components’ ordering criteria, this heuristic does
not suit the fog containing resource-constrained links.

To deal with large-scale problems, [39] proposes a hierarchical distributed
placement decision-making system, which consists of a Root Level Manager
(RLM), Mid Level Managers (MLM), and Low Level Managers (LLM). Each
placement request is sent to the RLM, then forwarded to a MLM, and fi-
nally forwarded to a LLM. A LLM covers a set of devices, and verifies if

3Placing components in their compatible devices do not guarantee to satisfy required
network resources.
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these devices have enough resources to host the received application. When
a placement request can not be fulfilled by a LLM, this request is sent
back to the MLM, and forwarded to another LLM (the same policy is ap-
plied between MLMs and the RLM). Thanks to decentralized managers, the
placement decision-making can be distributed, which makes this mechanism
more scalable. Hence, this approach’s scalability is classified as ++. How-
ever, because LLMs can not coordinate with each other, this approach does
not suit widely distributed applications that must be managed by multiple
LLMs. Moreover, each LLM makes placement decisions based on its cov-
ered devices’ information. Without a global view of the infrastructure, this
approach is prone to trap into local optimums, and thus the result quality
is classified as −. Dealing with applications’ placement in a cloud DC, [39]
supports heterogeneous hosts, and considers limits of network latency and
bandwidth between hosts in the DC. However, location dependency is not
supported in this approach, and the constraint of devices’ properties is not
discussed.

Among discussed heuristics, [35], [36], and [28] are proposed for getting
results with satisfactory quality. However, given a large number of applica-
tions / components to place in an infrastructure with resource-constrained
devices / links, these approaches can cause high execution times (which can
be weeks or years). On the other hand, [27], [37], and [39] are proposed for
accelerating the search. Nevertheless, the result quality is not (or weakly)
taken care of. To sum up, none of these works simultaneously takes result
quality and scalability into account.

3.2.4 Comparison and Summary

According to the criteria introduced in Section 3.1, related works are com-
pared and summarized in Table 3.1.
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Searching Constraint Coverage Location Device Result ScalabilityApproach Network Latency Bandwidth Dependency Heterogeneity Quality

ex
ac

t [25] ILP 3 7 3 3 ++ −−
[6] exhaustive 3 3 3 3 ++ −−

m
et

ah
eu

ris
tic

[24] hill climbing 3 3 3 3 − −

[32] simulated
annealing 7 7 7 3 + −

[33] tabu search 7 7 7 3 + −
[26] GA 3 7 3 3 + −
[34] ACO 7 3 7 7 + −

he
ur

ist
ic

[35] device ordering 7 7 −4 3 + +
[36] device ordering 7 7 3 7 + +
[28] device ordering 3 7 3 3 + +

[27] component
ordering 3 3 3 3 −− ++

[37] component
ordering 7 7 7 3 −− ++

[39] hierarchical 3 3 7 3 − ++

Table 3.1: Initial Placement Related Work Summary.

Table 3.1 gives studied works’ coverage of network resource constraints.
For other constraints, all studied works take IT resources (i.e., CPU, RAM,
Disk5) into account, and only [6] and [27] consider devices’ properties.

Because exact algorithms / metaheuristics are highly generic, even
though some exact algorithms / metaheuristics listed in Table 3.1 do not
consider all criteria, they can be adapted to do so. Differently, a heuristic is
specialized for the problem it deals with, which can be difficult to generalize.

This work takes all aforementioned criteria into account, finds out re-
sults close to the optimum (i.e., with result quality classified as +), and
uses approaches specifically for accelerating the search (i.e., with scalabil-
ity classified as ++). More details of this work’s proposition are given in
Chapter 4.

4[35] uses a single location to localize considered applications. Such an approach does
not fit applications tied to multiple localization areas. Thus, the location dependency is
considered to be partially supported.

5Some related works consider only one or two kinds of IT resources. However, because
of IT resources’ similarity in placement problems, these works can be easily adapted to
deal with all IT resources.
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As stated in Chapter 1, this work deals with the problem of placing IoT
applications in the fog, and aims at optimizing placed applications’ perfor-
mance. This chapter proposes our approach for solving the initial placement
problem (i.e., to make initial placement decisions when no application is
placed), and is organized as follows. Section 4.1 formulates the initial place-
ment problem with a model and an objective function. Section 4.2 gives
a naive algorithm—FirstFit for making initial placement decisions. Based
on FirstFit, five heuristics are proposed in Section 4.3. The complexity of
proposed heuristics are analyzed and compared with FirstFit in Section 4.4.
Finally, Section 4.5 summarizes this chapter.

4.1 Initial Placement Problem Formulation

4.1.1 Model

A placement problem consists of: i) an infrastructure, which provides re-
sources to host applications, ii) a set of applications to place, which require
and consume resources provided by the infrastructure.

A fog infrastructure contains two kinds of devices: i) fog nodes (e.g.,
cloud, edge server), which provide processing and storage resources; ii) ap-
pliances (e.g., sensor, actuator), which provide sensing / actuating services.
Only fog nodes can host applications. An infrastructure also consists of
links, which connect devices and provide network resources.
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An IoT application is composed of components, bindings, and appli-
ances1. A component is a software element that can be executed on one
fog node. A binding is a communication channel that connects a couple of
components or a component and an appliance.

An infrastructure (resp., application) is modeled as a graph. Each vertex
is a device (resp., a component or an appliance). Each edge is a link (resp.,
binding). The model is defined and summarized in Table 4.1.

Infra a fog infrastructure
nodei a fog node of Infra
nodei.CPU nodei’s available CPU capacity
nodei.RAM nodei’s available RAM capacity
nodei.DISK nodei’s available DISK capacity
appliancei an appliance of Infra

linki a link of Infra
linki.LAT linki’s network latency
linki.BW linki’s available bandwidth capacity

Apps a set of applications to place
compi a component of an application in Apps
compi.ReqCPU compi’s CPU requirement
compi.ReqRAM compi’s RAM requirement
compi.ReqDISK compi’s DISK requirement
compi.DZ compi’s Dedicated Zone
bindi a binding of an application in Apps
bindi.ReqLAT bindi’s latency requirement
bindi.ReqBW bindi’s bandwidth requirement
appi an application in Apps
appi.components all components of appi

appi.appliances all appliances of appi

Table 4.1: Summary of Notations.

The proposed model characterizes each component comp with: i)
ReqCPU , ReqRAM , and ReqDISK, which respectively indicate CPU,
RAM, and DISK capacities that comp needs; ii) a Dedicated Zone (DZ),
which is a deployment area composed of a set of fog nodes respecting comp’s
requirements on fog node properties (e.g., privacy, OS, etc). Bindings are
characterized with requirements as well. bindi.ReqBW designates bindi’s
bandwidth requirement. bindi.ReqLAT indicates the maximal network la-
tency that bindi can accept. Components and appliances of an application
appi are denoted by appi.components and appi.appliances, respectively.

1Considering that a sensing / actuating service is tied to and must be executed on its
appliance, both services and hardware of appliances are named “appliance” in this work.
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A placement maps each component onto a fog node, as in the following
example: 

comp1, nodei

comp2, nodej

. . .
compn, nodek


A solution to a placement problem is a placement that satisfies the fol-

lowing constraints:

i) each component is placed in its DZ;
ii) each fog node’s CPU / RAM / DISK consumption does not exceed the

fog node’s capacity;
iii) each link’s bandwidth consumption does not exceed the link’s capacity;
iv) each binding’s latency does not exceed the binding’s requirement.

4.1.2 Objective Function—Weighted Average Latency

As aforementioned, this work aims at optimizing applications’ performance,
namely, minimizing applications’ response times. A request’s response time
is composed of communication time (i.e., time spent to transfer messages)
and execution time (i.e., time spent within components for processing).
With processing resource requirements predefined for each component, the
execution time is assumed to change insignificantly with placement, and this
work focuses on minimizing the communication time.

A placement problem can have multiple solutions, among which only
one solution can be selected as the placement decision. To select the so-
lution which helps to minimize applications’ response times (or requests’
communication times), the following objective function is applied:

min : WAL =
∑

bind ∈ Apps

bind.ReqBW

total BW
× bind.Lat

total BW =
∑

bind ∈ Apps

bind.ReqBW

total BW is the total bandwidth requirement of all the bindings.
bind.Lat is bind’s latency regarding the evaluated solution2. The objective
function is to minimize Weighted Average Latency (WAL) of Apps. Consid-
ering that a binding with a high ReqBW can strongly impact an applica-
tion’s response time, each binding’s latency (i.e., bind.Lat) is weighted by a
proportion of its ReqBW regarding total BW . Through minimizing WAL,

2Given a solution in which each component is placed in a fog node, each binding must
be correspondingly placed in a communication path composed of a set of links. A binding’s
latency is the network latency of its communication path.
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latencies of bindings, especially of the bindings with high ReqBW , are min-
imized, which helps to reduce applications’ response times. Ideally, given a
placement problem, the solution with minimal WAL should be selected and
returned.

4.2 FirstFit Search—A Naive Approach
Given a placement problem with m fog nodes and n components, there exists
mn possible placements, which compose this problem’s search space. Such
a search space can be represented using a tree data structure, in which each
placement is a leaf whose depth is n. Any branch from the tree root to a
leaf builds a placement by mapping successively each component to a fog
node. An example of this data structure is given in Figure 4.1.

Based on depth-first search, a FirstFit backtrack algorithm is imple-
mented to find solutions in such trees. As named, FirstFit returns the first
solution found. It deals with a set of applications: components of all consid-
ered applications are mixed and placed one by one. When FirstFit tries to
place a component comp, all kinds of constraints are verified for comp and
components already placed. As depicted in Figure 4.1, when a constraint
verification is passed, FirstFit continues with the next component. Once all
the components are successfully placed, it implies that a solution is found. If
a constraint verification fails, FirstFit tests the next fog node to place comp.
If all possible fog nodes are tested, and no suitable fog node is found, First-
Fit backtracks to the previous component to test other possibilities (i.e.,
change the previous component’s host). When FirstFit backtracks from the
first component, it implies that the search space has been traversed, and
no solution exists. By continuing the search until a solution is found or the
search space is traversed (when no solution exists), FirstFit guarantees to
find a solution, if any exists.

A number of tests must be carried out before FirstFit returns (e.g.,
FirstFit does five tests in Figure 4.1). To reduce the number of tests (i.e.,
to accelerate the search), when trying to place a component comp, fog nodes
out of comp’s DZ are not tested (because a component must be placed in
its DZ).

When FirstFit tries to place a component, fog nodes are tested one by
one, which implies an order of fog nodes. As a naive approach, FirstFit tests
the fog nodes in a random order for each component. Similarly, components
are also ordered randomly to be placed one after another. As a result,
FirstFit has no guarantee on WAL values of returned solutions or needed
numbers of tests, which can incur low result quality and high execution
times.
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∅

(
comp1, node2

) (
comp1, node2
comp2, node2

)
(

comp1, node2
comp2, node1

)

(
comp1, node1

) (
comp1, node1
comp2, node2

)
(

comp1, node1
comp2, node1

)

Figure 4.1: FirstFit Search Process Example (FirstFit begins by testing to place
comp1 in node1, which passes; then it fails to place comp2 in node1 and node2
because of constraint violations; having tested all possible fog nodes for comp2,
FirstFit backtracks to comp1 and continues the search; finally, it returns the first
solution found, in which comp1 and comp2 are respectively placed in node2 and
node1.).

4.3 Initial Placement Heuristics
To overcome FirstFit’s drawbacks, Section 4.3.1 presents two heuristics
based on the manipulation of fog nodes’ order, and Section 4.3.2 proposes the
other two heuristics manipulating components’ order. Section 4.3.3 presents
the last heuristic, which avoids meaningless tests of fog nodes. These heuris-
tics’ combination is discussed in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.1 Fog Nodes Ordering-Based Heuristics

For FirstFit, different fog node orders can result in different solutions and
different numbers of tests. For example, given the placement problem in
Figure 4.1, if node2 is tested first, as depicted in Figure 4.2, another solution
is found with only two tests.

∅
(

comp1, node2
) (

comp1, node2
comp2, node2

)

Figure 4.2: Fog Node Order Impact.

To improve FirstFit, this subsection introduces two heuristics—Anchor-
based Fog Nodes Ordering (AFNO), which takes care of fog nodes’ initial
order for each component, and Dynamic Anchor-based Fog Nodes Ordering
(DAFNO), which dynamically update fog node orders during the search.
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Anchor-based Fog Nodes Ordering

Containing fog nodes in different network positions, a fog infrastructure has
the potential to localize sensory data’s processing. To take this advantage,
given a component comp to place, fog nodes must be tested from local ones
(i.e., fog nodes close to components and appliances comp communicates
with) to remote ones. More precisely, a fog node better fitting our objective
function—minimizing WAL should be given a higher priority to be tested.

By defining a component c’s anchor as the fog node on the barycen-
ter of c’s network communication (i.e., the fog node that minimizes WAL
for hosting c without considering resource limits3), we use each component
comp’s anchor to decide fog nodes’ testing order for placing comp. With
fewer constraints taken into account, anchors’ calculation has a lower com-
plexity than the placement problem. Given an infrastructure model infra
and an application model app as inputs, Algorithm 1 calculates anchors for
app’s components.

Algorithm 1: getAnchors
Input: infra, app

1 center ← infra.centerNode( app.appliances() );
2 for each comp ∈ app.components() do
3 ancs[comp] ← comp.closestNodeInDZ( center );
4 compList ← app.components();
5 while compList ̸= ∅ do
6 comp ← compList.firstElement();
7 compList.remove(comp);
8 newAnc ← calculateAnc( comp, ancs, infra );
9 if ancs[comp] ̸= newAnc then

10 ancs[comp] ← newAnc;
11 compList ← compList ∪ comp.boundComps();

12 return ancs;

In Algorithm 1, line 1–3 globally localizes app based on network posi-
tions of app’s appliances. In line 1, by calling infra.centerNode(), center
is assigned to the fog node minimizing average network latency to app’s ap-
pliances returned by app.appliances(). In line 2, app.components() returns
app’s components. In line 3, comp.closestNodeInDZ() returns the fog node
that minimizes network latency to center in comp’s DZ. Through line 1–3,
each component’s anchor is assigned to the nearest fog node to center in its
DZ.

Line 4–11 further localizes each component. Being initialized to contain
3Constraints ii, iii, and iv stated in Section 4.1 are not considered when calculating

anchors. However, constraint i—placing each component in its DZ must be conformed.
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all the components of app (line 4), compList stores the components to itera-
tively get anchor-update tests. At each iteration (line 6–11), one component
comp is selected and removed from compList (line 6–7), and then tested to
update its anchor (line 8–10). When comp’s anchor is updated, its bound
components (i.e., components that comp communicates with) can change
with it, hence they are added into compList again to get tests later (line
11). Once compList is empty, the calculation of anchors finishes and the
algorithm returns (line 12).

According to the definition of WAL (see Section 4.1), for a component
comp, if a new anchor leading to a smaller WAL exists, the new anchor
must be closer to one of the devices comp communicates with. Therefore, in
each test to update an anchor (line 8), calculateAnc() evaluates fog nodes
between comp and comp’s bound components (i.e., fog nodes on commu-
nication paths from comp’s current anchor to bound components’ anchors)
and between comp and comp’s bound appliances. Finally, calculateAnc()
returns the fog node that minimizes WAL among evaluated ones.

With anchors calculated by Algorithm 1, before testing fog nodes to place
a component comp, AFNO sorts fog nodes in ascending order of network
latency to comp’s anchor. Therefore, the first solution found must be close
to the anchors and thus helps to minimize WAL. Moreover, by minimizing
WAL, anchors help to minimize bindings’ latencies, which makes bindings’
requirements on maximal latency prone to be satisfied. Thus, AFNO also
guides components to network positions close to a solution, and thereby
accelerates the search.

AFNO aims at improving FirstFit on both WAL and execution time. Its
functionality is evaluated in Chapter 5.

Dynamic Anchor-based Fog Nodes Ordering

Regarding anchor’s definition, a component comp’s anchor depends on loca-
tions of components and appliances that comp communicates with. When
AFNO calculates comp’s anchor, other components are considered to be
located on their anchors. However, during the search, in which all con-
straints must be conformed, a component’s host can be different from its
anchor, which can make other anchors outdated. With outdated anchors,
the search is no longer guided properly. In order to guide the search with
up-to-date anchors, Dynamic Anchor-based Fog Nodes Ordering (DAFNO)
extends AFNO by updating anchors dynamically.

During a search, each time when a component is placed in a fog node
other than its anchor, DAFNO updates anchors with Algorithm 2. Al-
gorithm 2’s inputs contain an infrastructure model infra, a table ancs
that stores the anchors, the component that is not placed in its anchor
placedComp, and the model of placedComp’s application app.

Same as Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 updates anchors of components in
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Algorithm 2: updateAnchors
Input: infra, app, ancs, placedComp

1 compList ← placedComp.boundComps();
2 while compList ̸= ∅ do
3 comp ← compList.firstElement();
4 compList.remove(comp);
5 if not comp.isPlaced() then
6 newAnc ← recalculateAnc( infra, app, ancs, comp );
7 if ancs[comp] ̸= newAnc then
8 ancs[comp] ← newAnc;
9 compList ← compList ∪ comp.boundComps();

compList one by one until no further update is possible (i.e., when compList
is empty). In line 1, compList, which stores components to get anchor-
update tests, is initialized as placedComp’s bound components (i.e., com-
ponents that placedComp communicates with). Because anchor-updates
only help for components not placed yet, only if comp is not placed (line
5), comp is tested to update its anchor (line 6–9). In each test to update
an anchor (line 6), recalculateAnc() evaluates fog nodes between comp and
comp’s bound components4 and between comp and comp’s bound appli-
ances. Finally, recalculateAnc() returns the fog node that minimizes WAL5

among evaluated ones.
With Algorithm 2, DAFNO dynamically sorts fog nodes according to

dynamically updated anchors. Impacts of anchors with / without dynamic
updates are compared in Chapter 5.

4.3.2 Components Ordering-Based Heuristics

The other order in FirstFit, components’ order, can also impact the search’s
speed and result, as depicted in the following two examples.

Given the placement problem in Figure 4.1, if comp2 is placed first, as
in Figure 4.3, only three tests are needed.

Besides the impact on number of tests, different component orders can
also lead to different solutions. Consider another example of placing two
components comp1 and comp2 in two fog nodes node1 and node2, in which
only one component can be placed in node1 (because of node1’s capacity

4For each component boundComp bound with comp, fog nodes on the communication
path between comp’s current anchor and boundComp’ host (if boundComp is placed) or
boundComp’ anchor (if boundComp is not placed) are evaluated.

5When calculating WAL, a placed component is located on its host, and a component
not placed yet is located on its anchor.
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∅
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Figure 4.3: Component Order’s Impact on Number of Tests.

limit). If comp2 is placed first, the search process is same to Figure 4.3. If
comp1 is placed first, as in Figure 4.4, it results in another solution with a
different WAL.

∅
(

comp1, node1
) (

comp1, node1
comp2, node2

)
(

comp1, node1
comp2, node1

)

Figure 4.4: Component Order’s Impact on WAL.

To further improve FirstFit, this subsection introduces two heuristics—
Initial Component Ordering (InitCO), which is responsible for the initial
component order, and Dynamic Components Ordering (DCO), which dy-
namically update components’ order during the search.

Initial Component Ordering

With AFNO / DAFNO, multiple components can target to a same anchor,
which leads to components’ concurrence to limited resources. To better fit
the objective function, a component that stronger impacts WAL should be
given a higher priority (i.e., be placed priorly).

Consider a component connected by many bindings requiring high band-
widths, if it is placed far from its anchor, WAL can increase significantly.
With this consideration, a component’s bandwidth requirement is used to
measure its impact on WAL, which is defined as the sum of bandwidths
required by bindings connecting this component to other components / ap-
pliances. Therefore, components are sorted in descending order of their
bandwidth requirements, and then placed one by one.

InitCO purposes to lower WAL and to speed up the search. Algorithms
with / without InitCO are compared in Chapter 5.

Dynamic Components Ordering

Because of components’ / bindings’ concurrence to limited resources and
bindings’ maximal latency, placing a component depends on placed ones,
and different component orders can result in different numbers of tests.
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Numbers of tests carried out by searches with and without backtrack can
have a huge difference. For example, given n components ordered as ≺ c1, c2,
. . . , ci, . . . , cj , . . . , cn ≻, if former placed ci makes it impossible to place cj ,
after finding out that no fog node suits cj , FirstFit has to backtrack from cj

until ci. Without the knowledge that failures of placing cj concern ci, before
arriving at ci, FirstFit must test all the possibilities of placing { ci+1, ci+2
. . . cj }, which leads to ∥ci+1∥×∥ci+2∥×· · ·×∥cj∥ tests in the worst case (∥c∥
is the number of fog nodes in c’s DZ). Such a huge amount of tests can be
avoided if cj is ordered before ci. Under the new order, cj is placed without
constraints introduced by ci. If ci still has a suitable fog node, FirstFit can
successfully place ci and cj without backtrack. When n components are
placed without backtrack, FirstFit needs at most ∥c1∥ + ∥c2∥ + · · · + ∥cn∥
tests.

As fog nodes / links in a fog infrastructure are heterogeneous and can be
resource-constrained, it is quite probable to encounter backtracks during a
search. A component order that does not lead to any backtrack can highly
accelerate the search. However, such an order can not be found before the
search, due to the difficulty of predicting resources’ evolution (i.e., changes
of available resources brought by each component’s placing).

By making use of the knowledge obtained during the search, DCO
dynamically adjusts components’ order to avoid backtracks. Considering
that a component can be constrained by components ordered before it,
once FirstFit fails to place a component comp, instead of backtracking,
DCO moves comp forward by compNB × stepLen components. compNB
is the number of components ordered before comp. stepLen is a prede-
fined ratio, 0 ≤ stepLen ≤ 1. DCO with a certain stepLen is denoted by
DCO(stepLen), such as DCO(0), DCO(0.1), . . . , DCO(1). comp is moved
forward by at least one component each time. An example is given in Fig-
ure 4.5.

c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, . . .

Figure 4.5: Example of Moving Forward a Component (regarding that c5 can not
be placed, DCO(0.5) moves it forward to c3’s position. Correspondingly, c3 and c4
are moved backward. Then, FirstFit fails another two times to place c5, and c5 is
moved to the head finally.).

Each move produces a new component order, under which the search is
continued. Moved components (e.g., c3, c4, and c5 after the first move in
Figure 4.5) must be re-tested to get placed, but there is no need to redo
the search for not moved components (e.g., c1 and c2 after the first move in
Figure 4.5), as their hosts can be reused in the continued search. Different
values of stepLen lead to different moves. Consider the two extreme values:
given a component comp to move forward, i) DCO(0) moves comp forward
by one component each time. Obtained search results can be reused as
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much as possible, while there can be many moves before being able to place
comp; ii) DCO(1) orders comp before components that constrain it with
only one move, but obtained search results can not be reused. Similar to
the difference between DCO(0) and DCO(1), a lower (resp., higher) stepLen
leads to more (resp., fewer) moves, but more (resp., less) result reutilization.

To avoid infinite loops, each component order can be tested only once.
DCO can move a component forward several times until an untested order
is produced. If no new order can be produced, the algorithm backtracks as
in FirstFit, so that the possibility to traverse the search space is retained,
and the guarantee to find an existing solution is kept.

DCO reorders components to place priorly the ones hard to satisfy, and
thereby accelerates the search. The performance of DCO and the influence
of stepLen are evaluated in Chapter 5.

4.3.3 Partial Fog Nodes’ Testing-Based Heuristic

With AFNO / DAFNO, fog nodes are tested from local ones to remote ones.
When testing to place a component comp, fog nodes far from comp’s anchor
can always violate certain bindings’ requirements on maximal latency. To
avoid such meaningless tests of fog nodes, the heuristic Latency Failure Cap
(FailCap) caps the maximal number of adjacent failures caused by violations
of bindings’ maximal latencies. FailCap with a predefined cap value failNB
is denoted by FailCap(failNB). An example is given in Figure 4.6.

n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6

Figure 4.6: Example of FailCap (fog nodes ordered as ≺ n1, n2, . . . , n6 ≻ are
tested to host a component comp. Placing comp in each fog node in red exceeds the
maximal latency of a certain binding. FailCap(2) stops the test at n5 and concludes
“fail to place comp” without testing n6, because n5 is the second adjacent failure
caused by latency.).

As bindings’ maximal latencies are not considered when calculating an-
chors, a low failNB value risks of missing proper fog nodes (such as n6 in
Figure 4.6, which satisfies bindings’ maximal latencies). A higher failNB
value lowers such risks at a cost of more tests.

To keep the guarantee of finding an existing solution, all fog nodes must
be tested in two cases: i) when the algorithm attempts to backtrack; ii) when
the algorithm tests to place a component backtracked to. Without DCO,
the algorithm always backtracks when it fails to place a component. In this
case, FailCap does not make any difference (i.e., can not avoid any tests).
Thus, FailCap must be combined with DCO, so that multiple component
orders can be tested, and FailCap helps DCO to get a proper component
order more rapidly.
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4.3.4 Heuristics’ Combination

Five heuristics are proposed in this section. Each heuristic is designed for
certain gains and causes some costs.

Through AFNO, local fog nodes are tested priorly, which leads to lower
WALs and lower numbers of tests. However, because of anchors-calculating
and fog nodes-ordering, AFNO introduces an overhead to localize each com-
ponent. DAFNO updates anchors dynamically, which keeps anchors up-to-
date. Nevertheless, each update implies some calculation, which is a further
overhead. By manipulating another order—components’ order, InitCO pur-
poses to lower WAL. As a cost, components must be sorted according to their
bandwidth requirements. With DCO, backtracks that incur huge amounts
of tests can be avoided. However, for each avoided backtrack, it has to
test a set of component orders, and redo the search for certain components.
FailCap helps to avoid meaningless tests of fog node, but it risks of missing
proper fog nodes, especially when failNB is assigned to a low value.

Besides gains and costs, the heuristics also have different dependencies.
AFNO and DCO do not depend on other heuristics. Differently, DAFNO
needs anchors being initialized by AFNO. InitCO must be based on AFNO
/ DAFNO, otherwise, ordering components while placing them in random
fog nodes does not make sense. FailCap works only when i) local fog nodes
are tested priorly; ii) new component orders can be tested. Hence, FailCap
depends on both AFNO / DAFNO and DCO.

All the heuristics can be combined. The search process with all the
heuristics applied is depicted in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Search Process with Combined Heuristics6(each color indicates phases
of a heuristic, uncolored phases are of FirstFit).

The combination of these heuristics should make the placement approach
more scalable, and lowers applications’ response times.

4.4 Initial Placement Algorithms’ Complexity
Section 4.3 proposes a heuristic algorithm, which combines and applies five
heuristics based on FirstFit. This section first presents an example to dis-
cuss a heuristic search’s worst case, then gives the proposed algorithm’s
complexity, and finally analyses each heuristic’s impacts on the complex-
ity. As the search process of the heuristic algorithm can be complicated by
stepLen value lower than 1 (stepLen is the parameter of the heuristic DCO,

6For simplification, Figure 4.7 does not show that, when the algorithm attempts to
backtrack (i.e., DCO fails to produce an untested component order), all fog nodes are
tested without taking FailCap into account.
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see Section 4.3.2), for simplicity, the impact of stepLen is discussed after
a first discussion with stepLen = 1. If not specified, stepLen = 1 in this
section.

For placing three components c1, c2, and c3 in an infrastructure with two
fog nodes n1 and n2, the following two situations are not valid: i) placing c2
and c3 in n1 simultaneously, which exceeds n1’s capacity (i.e., CPU, RAM,
DISK); ii) separating c2 and c3 in two fog nodes, which violates requirements
(i.e., latency, bandwidth) of bindings between c2 and c3. Thus, there exist

only two solutions:

 c1, n1
c2, n2
c3, n2

 and

 c1, n2
c2, n2
c3, n2

. If n1 is always tested first

when trying to place a component, starting from the component order ≺ c1,
c2, c3 ≻, the search must fail to place c3 as depicted in Figure 4.8.

∅
(

c1, n1
) (

c1, n1
c2, n1

)  c1, n1
c2, n1
c3, n2



 c1, n1
c2, n1
c3, n1



Figure 4.8: Heuristic Search Example—Search Process Under the Initial Compo-
nent Order.

When failing to place a component comp (e.g., c3 in Figure 4.8), the
heuristic DCO tries to move comp forward to test new component orders.
Because of failures similar to c3 in Figure 4.8, the following component orders
are tested one by one:

≺ c1, c2, c3 ≻ (fail to place c3 because of c2 placed in n1)
≺ c3, c1, c2 ≻ (fail to place c2 because of c3 placed in n1)
≺ c2, c3, c1 ≻ (fail to place c3 because of c2 placed in n1)
≺ c3, c2, c1 ≻

By searching under the first two orders ≺ c1, c2, c3 ≻ and ≺ c3, c1, c2
≻, c3 and c2 are found leading to failures and moved forward. Then, ≺ c2,
c3, c1 ≻ and ≺ c3, c2, c1 ≻ are tested, which respectively reorder c2 and
c3. The search process under the final order (i.e., ≺ c3, c2, c1 ≻) is given
in Figure 4.9, which shows that the algorithm still fails to place c2 after
placing c3 in n1 (as in the upper branch of Figure 4.9). However, no new
component order can be produced by moving c2 forward (i.e., ≺ c2, c3, c1 ≻
is already tested). Consequently, the algorithm backtracks as FirstFit, and
finally finds out a solution.

Regarding the example above, a heuristic search can contain three
phases: (1) identifying and moving forward components leading to failures
(e.g., c2 and c3 in the example); (2) adjusting the order of components
moved forward (in the worst case, all possible orders of these components
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Figure 4.9: Heuristic Search Example—Search Process Under the Final Compo-
nent Order.

are tested); (3) backtracking to deal with failures instead of changing compo-
nents’ order (in the worst case, the search space constructed by components
moved forward is traversed, which is explained in the following).

Given a placement problem with m fog nodes and n components, if
k (k ≤ n) components are moved forward during the heuristic search, the
worst-case complexity of the heuristic algorithm can be expressed as follows:

O(k × n×m (1)
+k!× k ×m (2)
+mk) (3)

Parts (1), (2), and (3) in this expression respectively correspond to
phases (1), (2), and (3) of a heuristic search. In phase (1), to identify a
component that can lead to a failure, at most n × m tests are needed (in
the worst case, the failure is found at the last / nth component, and each
of the other component is successfully placed until the last / mth fog node
tested). Knowing that there are k components to move forward, phase (1)’s
complexity can reach O(k ×m× n). In phase (2), to verify if a component
order needs to be adjusted, there can be at most k ×m tests. The k com-
ponents moved forward have k! possible orders, hence phase (2) can take
time O(k! × k ×m). In phase (3), the k components moved forward must
be the first k components to place, and no other component can lead to a
failure (otherwise, the value of k changes). As a backtrack must take place
at a component failed to place, the search can change at most these k com-
ponents’ hosts by backtracking. Considering that there are mk possibilities
to place k components, phase (3)’s complexity is O(mk).

Given the same placement problem, FirstFit’s complexity is O(mn). Al-
though the heuristics have a even higher worst-case complexity when k’s
value is close to n, the complexity can be dramatically lowered when k < n
(with a problem-dependent threshold). Moreover, the heuristics help to
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avoid the worst case and to lower the value of k, as detailed in the following.
By taking care of fog nodes’ order (e.g., testing n2 first to place c2

and c3 in the example), the heuristics AFNO and DAFNO can reduce the
number of tests for placing a component. By avoiding meaningless tests,
FailCap reduces the number of tests for identifying components leading to
failures. When testing to place a component, the number of tests is reduced
by AFNO and DAFNO if this test can be passed, and is reduced by FailCap
if this test must fail. Therefore, through these heuristics, the number of
tests for each component can be much lower than m. Although AFNO,
DAFNO, and FailCap do not guarantee to avoid the worst case (hence, m is
still used in the complexity expression), their counterexamples can be rare.
By initially ordering components according to their bandwidth requirements
(e.g., ordering c2 and c3 before c1 initially), InitCO can reduce the number of
component orders to test in phases (1) and (2). By reordering components
dynamically, DCO helps to avoid phase (3) in a search. By testing local
fog nodes priorly, AFNO and DAFNO also help to reduce the number of
components to move forward (i.e., to lower k), test fewer component orders
in phase (2), and avoid phase (3).

As stated in Section 4.3.4, each proposed heuristic has its cost. DCO’s
overhead—the two additional phases (i.e., phases (1) and (2)) are already
considered in the complexity expression. Regarding heuristic search’s com-
plexity, AFNO, DAFNO (which calculate anchors without considering all
constraints), and InitCO’s cost can be omitted. Differently, making it pos-
sible to miss proper fog nodes when testing to place a component, FailCap
risks of increasing the number of components to move forward (i.e., value of
k) and the number of component orders to test. Such a risk increases when
FailCap’s parameter FailNB is assigned to a low value, which at the mean-
while helps to reduce the number of tests under component orders leading
to failures. Similar to FailNB, when DCO’s parameter stepLen has a low
value, the algorithm can have to test more component orders. However, as
discussed in Section 4.3.2, a lower stepLen helps to reuse hosts found under
previous component orders. Consequently, a certain value of FailNB (or
stepLen) can speed up or slow down the search, which depends on the prob-
lem to deal with. Further discussion and evaluation of these parameters are
given in Chapter 5.

To sum up, the proposed heuristics introduce many mechanisms to accel-
erate the search, which help to: i) lower the number of components to move
forward (i.e., to lower k), and thereby decrease the algorithm’s worst-case
complexity (possible to be lower than that of FirstFit); ii) guide the search
to approach its best case (whose complexity is O(n)) as much as possible.
Different from the random search of FirstFit, only specific placement prob-
lems (i.e., counterexamples of the heuristics’ functionality) can lead to the
heuristic search’s worst case. In particular, by applying proposed heuris-
tics, it is very probable to avoid phase (3), which lowers the complexity to
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O(k ×m× n + k!× k ×m).

4.5 Summary
To deal with the initial placement problem, this chapter:

• introduces a model and an objective function (i.e., minimizing WAL)
to formulate the problem;

• proposes a naive algorithm—FirstFit;
• proposes five heuristics (AFNO, DAFNO, InitCO, DCO, and FailCap)

based on FirstFit. As shown in Figure 4.10, each proposed heuristic
has its specific functionality (i.e., manipulating the order of fog nodes
/ components or the number of fog nodes to test before / during the
search), and thus all the five heuristics can be combined with each other;

• analyzes and compares algorithm complexity of FirstFit and the heuris-
tic algorithm combining all proposed heuristics.

FirstFit

Number of Fog
Nodes to Test

FailCap
during the search

Component Order

DCO

during the search

InitCObefore the search

Fog Node Order

DAFNO

during the search

AFNObefore the search

Figure 4.10: Heuristics Positioning.

An evaluation for validating the objective function and each heuristic
proposed in this chapter is given in Chapter 5.
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This work deals with the problem of placing IoT applications in the fog.
For solving the initial placement problem (i.e., making initial placement
decisions when no application is placed1), Chapter 4 proposes a model, an
objective function (i.e., minimizing Weighted Average Latency / WAL of
placed applications), a backtrack algorithm (i.e., FirstFit), and five heuris-
tics (i.e., AFNO, DAFNO, InitCO, DCO, and FailCap) that can be com-
bined with each other.

This chapter evaluates Chapter 4’s proposition with comparative sim-
ulation. The symbol “-” is used to indicate the combination of heuristics
(e.g., AFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)-FailCap(∞) means the combination of AFNO,
InitCO, DCO with stepLen assigned to 1, and FailCap with FailNB as-
signed to an infinite value). As stated in Section 4.3, there exists depen-
dencies between proposed heuristics: DAFNO depends on AFNO; InitCO
depends on AFNO / DAFNO; FailCap is based on both AFNO / DAFNO
and DCO. For simplicity, DAFNO-AFNO is referred to as DAFNO in this
chapter.

In the following, Section 5.1 details the evaluation environment and im-
plementation. Two groups of evaluation based on two use cases are respec-
tively given in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3. Finally, Section 5.4 concludes
this chapter.

1The dynamic placement problem (for adjusting the placement after a placement de-
cision is made) is discussed in Part II.
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5.1 Evaluation Environment and Implementation
To compare different placement algorithms, each algorithm is evaluated from
two aspects: scalability and result quality.

The scalability is assessed through: i) each algorithm’s execution time
(i.e., processing duration) dealing with a same placement problem and ii)
the maximal problem size (in terms of fog nodes’ number and components’
number) that each algorithm can deal with within a timeout. Given a place-
ment problem, if an algorithm to evaluate has a definite initial component
order (i.e., being combined with InitCO), its execution time is measured
three times to reduce the influence of the environment noise; otherwise, the
algorithm is tested ten times for considering variances brought by random
initial component orders. Execution times discussed in this chapter are av-
erage values of each group of measurements. The environment in which
execution times are measured is detailed in Table 5.1.

CPU Intel i7 - 7820HQ @ 2.90 GHz
RAM 16GB
OS Debian 8.8
JAVA 1.8.0 131

Table 5.1: Execution Time Test Environment.

The result quality is in terms of considered applications’ average response
time. Based on SimGrid [40] simulation platform, applications’ behaviors
are simulated under placements to evaluate, which allows obtaining simu-
lated response times and comparing placement decisions made by different
algorithms. A response time discussed in this chapter is the average value
of simulated response times of all placed applications.

As given in Figure 5.1, the implementation of the evaluation con-
tains three modules: Problem Generator, Placer, and Simulator.
Problem Generator is for generating infrastructure and application models
used to evaluate proposed algorithms. Based on scripts, Problem Generator
generates models of various applications and models of large-scale hetero-
geneous infrastructures. Each generated placement problem is composed
of two files: infra.xml for describing the infrastructure and apps.xml for
describing applications to place, which are inputs of Placer. Placer corre-
sponds to placement algorithms implemented in Java, which makes place-
ment decisions. According to the placement decision, Placer outputs: i)
platform.xml for describing the infrastructure and deploy.xml for indicat-
ing each component’s host, which are inputs of Simulator; ii) execution
time of the evaluated algorithm. Simulator is responsible for the simula-
tion. Based on interfaces provided by SimGrid, Simulator describes each
component’s calculation and communication behaviors (defined in use cases
detailed in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3), and outputs simulated response
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times of placed applications.

Problem
Generator Placer

Simulator
SimGrid.so

infra.xml
apps.xml

platform.xml
deploy.xml

algorithm execution time
application response time

Figure 5.1: Implementation Schema.

5.2 Use Case 1: Smart Bell

5.2.1 Use Case Description

This use case concerns the placement of an IoT application “Smart Bell” [12].
Based on computer vision and household cameras, Smart Bell analyzes cam-
era captured images and helps to control smart homes’ door security. The
cloud can not satisfy such an application because of:

• high network latency. The cloud is far from the cameras in terms of
network latency. Consequently, transferring camera captured images to
the cloud can be time-consuming.

• high bandwidth consumption. Transferring high-volume raw data (i.e.,
camera captured images / video streams) to the cloud challenges the
core network’s bandwidth capacity.

• privacy risk. Transferring personal information (e.g., camera captured
images) to the cloud must pass by many networks, which raises the risk
of violating the data privacy.

Benefiting from the proximity to end devices, the fog overcomes cloud’s
drawbacks and suits well Smart Bell. This use case’s infrastructure and
application are detailed in the following.

Fog Infrastructure

The infrastructure of this use case contains: clouds, Points of Presence
(PoP2), and household devices. In each home, devices (e.g., mobiles, PCs,
cameras, and screens) are connected via a wireless gateway (i.e., box). Two
kinds of appliances, cameras and screens, respectively provide image cap-
turing services and displaying services. An example of the infrastructure is
given in Figure 5.2.

2Provided by telecom operators, a PoP designates a set of devices routing data flows
between networks. For simplification, a PoP is considered as a single device in this work.
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PoP1 

PoP2 PoP3 

cloud1 

Figure 5.2: Infrastructure Example (each home is equipped with a camera, a
screen, and a wireless gateway. home2 also has a mobile. home3 has two mobiles
and a PC).

Smart Bell Application

As a smart home (and smart neighborhood) application, Smart Bell notifies
home inhabitants when they get a visitor. Each home served by Smart Bell
has a camera to capture visitor images, a screen to display notifications,
and a database (DB) to store images of the home inhabitants and their
friends. The DB allows Smart Bell to identify the relationship between the
inhabitants and each visitor and to make notifications correspondingly.

Consider a certain home, when a visitor rings at the door, Smart Bell
verifies if he / she is an inhabitant or a friend according to the visited home’s
DB; if not, through communicating with neighbors’ DBs, Smart Bell checks
if the visitor is a neighbor’s friend; if a visitor is not recognized, he / she is
considered as a stranger, whose information (i.e., captured images) is stored
by Smart Bell for security reasons. If a stranger keeps ringing doorbells in
a neighborhood, Smart Bell activates an alarm to ensure the security.

As listed in Table 5.2, Smart Bell has several component types. Each
component type is in charge of one kind of analytical / storage tasks, and
has a number of components to distribute these tasks. Because each home’s
DB stores private data, a DB must be placed in its home. Without special
privacy requirement, other components can be placed anywhere.

Smart Bell can have multiple instances. Each instance of Smart Bell
serves a neighborhood and functions independently of other instances. An
example instance, which serves a neighborhood of three homes, is given in
Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.3, each vertex in blue is a component, each vertex
in green is an appliance, and each edge is a binding. Certain components
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Comp Type Functionality
Extractor extracting human faces in captured images
DB storing inhabitants’ and friends’ information

(e.g., face images)
Recognizer trying to recognize visitors
Decider making reaction decisions for each visitor
Executor generating and sending commands to inform in-

habitants through screens
Recorder storing strangers’ information and counting how

many times a stranger appears

Table 5.2: Component Types of Smart Bell.

are shared by multiple homes (e.g., Extractor − a is shared by home1 and
home2, Recognizer is shared by the three homes).

Camera1 Camera2 Recorder Screen1 Screen3

Extractor-a Decider Executor-b

Recognizer Extractor-b Executor-a

DB1 DB2 DB3 Camera3 Screen2
Figure 5.3: Example Instance of Smart Bell.

5.2.2 Evaluation Setup

As stated in Section 5.1, placement algorithms’ inputs—infrastructure and
application models are generated by scripts. This subsection details the
model generation’s attributes.

Fog Infrastructure

In the fog, each fog node provides certain CPU, RAM, and DISK resources.
Generally, a fog node in a higher network position is more capable. For fog
nodes in similar network positions, their capacities still can strongly differ,
even for the ones of the same type (e.g., two PCs). In order to consider
such heterogeneity, each fog node’s capacity randomly distributes in a range
related to its type, as listed in Table 5.3.

Likewise, network link resources also follow uniform distributions. Net-
work latency and available bandwidth ranges of each link type are listed in
Table 5.4.
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Device CPU RAM DISK
Type (GFlops) (GB) (GB)

cloud infinite infinite infinite
PoP 0 ∼ 100 0 ∼ 500 0 ∼ 5000
box 0 ∼ 1 0 ∼ 1 0 ∼ 100
PC 0 ∼ 2 0 ∼ 4 0 ∼ 200
mobile 0 ∼ 1 0 ∼ 2 0 ∼ 50

Table 5.3: Capacity Ranges of Each Fog Node Type.

Link Type LAT(ms) BW(MBps)
cloud – PoP 30 ∼ 100 0 ∼ 1000
PoP – PoP 3 ∼ 7 0 ∼ 5000
box – PoP 1 ∼ 20 0 ∼ 100
PC

mobile
camera
screen

–
–
–
–

box
box
box
box

1 ∼ 2 0 ∼ 1000

Table 5.4: Capacity Ranges of Each Link Type.

Smart Bell Application

From applications’ point of view, each component relies on certain processing
and storage resources. Resource requirements of each component type of
Smart Bell are given in Table 5.5. As aforementioned, each DB must be
placed in its home, while components of other types can be placed in any
fog node, which results in different DZs (see Section 4.1 for Dedicated Zone).

Component ReqCPU ReqRAM ReqDISK DZType (GFlops) (GB) (GB)
DB 0.1 0.1 0.1 Home
Recorder 0.5 0.5 20 Infra
Extractor 0.2 0.2 0 Infra
Recognizer 0.3 0.3 0 Infra
Decider 0.2 0.1 0 Infra
Executor 0.1 0.2 0 Infra

Table 5.5: Requirements of Each Component Type.

Network resource requirements of each binding type of Smart Bell are
listed in Table 5.6.
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Binding Type ReqLAT(ms) ReqBW(MBps)
Camera – Extractor 25 0.6
Screen – Executor 25 0.01

Extractor – Recognizer 25 0.1
DB – Recognizer 25 0.3

Decider – Recorder 25 0.2
Extractor – Decider 50 0.1
Decider – Executor 50 0.01

Table 5.6: Requirements of Each Binding Type.

5.2.3 Result and Discussion

To evaluate proposed heuristics, three groups of evaluations are carried out.
First, the proposed placement approach (i.e., combined heuristics) is com-
pared with other placement algorithms (i.e., exact algorithm and meta-
heuristic). Then, different heuristic combinations are compared. Finally,
parameter of proposed heuristics are discussed.

Heuristics vs Exact Algorithm and Metaheuristic

This evaluation compares the proposed heuristic algorithm with an exact
algorithm ILP and a metaheuristic Genetic Algorithm (GA).

ILP is based on Integer Linear Programming, and is implemented using
IBM CPLEX [29]. Given a placement problem, ILP always returns the
optimal solution (i.e., the solution that best fits the optimization objective).
However, its execution time increases dramatically with problem size (i.e.,
fog nodes’ number and components’ number).

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a representative metaheuristic, which refines
a population (i.e., a set of placements). GA continuously generates new
placements and adds them into the population. A generated placement
inherits from the population (i.e., for generating a new placement, the deci-
sion of a component’s host is same as a placement in the population). Then,
placements that worse fit the optimization objective are filtered out from
the population, which helps to generate better placements in the next gen-
eration. Thus, GA is expected to outperform the naive approach—FirstFit
(the pseudo code and more details of GA are given in Section 7.2.1).

A heuristic algorithm—DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3) (which appears as
the best heuristic combination according to evaluation results, see Sec-
tion 5.4) is selected to be compared with ILP, GA, and FirstFit. Because of
the high execution time (which can be days, weeks or even longer) of ILP
/ GA / FirstFit, we are not able to get their results for large-scale prob-
lems. To avoid the execution time explosion, this evaluation uses a single
Smart Bell instance—the example in Figure 5.3 to place. The infrastructure
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is similar to Figure 5.2, but it has 40 more homes connected to PoP2 and
PoP3. Each added home has a box and a PC / mobile. To cover different re-
source situations, 10 infrastructure models are generated following resource
capacity distributions defined in Section 5.2.2, which implies 10 placement
problems.

Taking the 10 placement problems into account, each evaluated algo-
rithm’s average execution time and average response time are summarized
in Table 5.7. For each problem, obtained response times are normalized
according to ILP’s, i.e., the response time under the optimal placement is
regarded as 1 (100%).

Algorithm Execution Response
Time (s) Time

FirstFit 265 186.8%
ILP 343 100%
GA3 28 143.9%
DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3) 0.003 100.3%

Table 5.7: Evaluation Results of Different Placement Algorithms.

Because of random component and fog node orders, FirstFit gets a high
execution time and a high response time. Guaranteeing to return optimal
solutions, ILP highly lowers the response time. However, it has an even
higher execution time than FirstFit. GA outperforms FirstFit on both ex-
ecution time and response time. Nevertheless, the response time obtained
by GA is about 43% higher than ILP’s optimal solutions. DAFNO-InitCO-
DCO(0.3) improves FirstFit / GA on both execution time and response time.
Compared with ILP, DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3) gets a similar response time
while introducing a 100000 times’ speed-up.

Figure 5.4 depicts obtained response times versus WAL values. It can
be found that a placement with lower WAL leads to a lower response time.
The correlation between WAL value and Smart Bell’s response time is 0.853,
which validates the proposed objective function—minimizing WAL.

3GA’s result given in Table 5.7 is based on the following parameter values: population
size = 20, mutation rate = 0.01. See Section 7.2.1 for more details.
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Figure 5.4: Smart Bell’s Response Time under Placements with Different WAL
Values4.

Heuristic Combinations’ Comparison

According to the previous evaluation, ILP arrives to place 1 application
(with 10 components) in an infrastructure (with 91 fog nodes) in 343 sec-
onds. To compare different heuristic combinations’ scalability, given the
same execution time—343 seconds, we evaluate how many components each
algorithm can place in a larger infrastructure containing: 1 cloud, 4 high-
level PoPs (as PoP1 in Figure 5.2), 20 low-level PoPs (as PoP2 in Figure 5.2),
and 5000 homes. The PoPs form a random connected graph, and each high-
level PoP is connected with the cloud. Each home has a box, a camera,
a screen and 0∼3 PCs and mobiles. Following resource capacity distribu-
tions given in Section 5.3.2, an infrastructure model is generated, which
must cover different resource situations thanks to its large scale. 776 Smart
Bell instances are generated to serve the 5000 homes. Each 3∼10 homes
are in the same neighborhood that is served by a Smart Bell instance. In
each Smart Bell instance, DB number equals to the number of homes served
by the instance, component numbers of other types randomly distribute in
1∼3. Starting from 1 instance, each evaluated algorithm places more and
more instances until the timeout is exceeded. Execution times of evaluated
algorithms are depicted in Figure 5.5.

Due to the large infrastructure scale, FirstFit and GA5 timeouts at the
very beginning (i.e., when dealing with a single instance). AFNO, DAFNO,

4As stated in Section 5.1, for each placement problem: FirstFit (or GA) is launched
10 times because of its randomness, which produces 10 different placements / points
in Figure 5.4; DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0) (or ILP) is launched 3 times, which get a same
placement / point in Figure 5.4.

5The space complexity of ILP exponentially increases with the placement problem size.
As a result, RAM needed by ILP highly exceeds the capacity of the test environment (i.e.,
16GB, see Table 5.1), and we are not able to get results of ILP in this evaluation.
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Figure 5.5: Execution Times with Growing Applications.

AFNO-InitCO, and DAFNO-InitCO only arrive to place 1 instance within
the timeout.

As shown in Figure 5.5, by applying the heuristic DCO, DCO(1)6 time-
outs until placing more than 10500 components, which highly improves First-
Fit on scalability. The heuristic DCO reorders components during the search
for deriving to direct path to a solution, which helps to accelerate the search.
However, after reordering components, DCO has to redo the search for cer-
tain components. This overhead becomes significant when dealing with more
than 10000 components (DCO has to redo the search for more components
after each reordering) and testing fog nodes in random orders (which results
in more reorderings).

The heuristic AFNO calculates an anchor for each component. When
trying to place a component, AFNO tests priorly fog nodes close to this
component’s anchor. According to Figure 5.5, by combining AFNO and
DCO(1), AFNO-DCO(1) arrives to place all generated Smart Bell instances
within the timeout, which further improves the algorithm’s scalability. Be-
cause of the anchor-calculation, AFNO-DCO(1)’s execution time is higher
than DCO(1) when the number of components is lower than 10000. However,
when dealing with more than 10000 components, AFNO highly lowers the
number of component reorderings performed by DCO, and thus accelerates
the search.

AFNO-InitCO-DCO(1) and AFNO-DCO(1) get almost same execution
times in this evaluation, which indicates that the overhead of the heuristic
InitCO (i.e., ordering components according to their bandwidth require-
ments, see Section 4.3.2) is insignificant.

The heuristic DAFNO is proposed to keep anchors up-to-date during
the search. DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1) also successfully places all Smart Bell
instances under the timeout. However, because of the overhead of updating
anchors, DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)’s execution time is always higher than

6In this evaluation, heuristic DCO’s parameter stepLen is always assigned to 1.
stepLen value is evaluated and discussed in the next evaluation.
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AFNO-InitCO-DCO(1).
For each number of components, obtained response times are normalized

according to DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)’s, i.e., DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)’s re-
sponse time is regarded as 1. The heuristic DCO only helps to accelerate
the search without taking care of the result quality. As a result, DCO(1)’s
response time is always higher than 200%. Response times of the other
heuristic combinations are compared in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Response Times with Growing Applications.

As shown in Figure 5.6, AFNO-InitCO-DCO(1) has a lower response
time than AFNO-DCO(1), and the difference increases with the number
of components. Thus, we conclude that the heuristic InitCO, which pri-
oritizes components with higher bandwidth requirements, helps to lower
applications’ response time, especially when placing a lot of components.
DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)’s response time is always lower than AFNO-
InitCO-DCO(1), which validates that dynamic anchors further lower ap-
plications’ response time compared with static ones.

According to obtained execution times and response times, each of the
heuristics evaluated in this evaluation (i.e., DCO, AFNO, DAFNO, and
InitCO) improves the algorithm’s scalability and / or result quality.

Impacts of Parameters stepLen and failNB

According to the previous evaluation, DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1) (equiv-
alent to DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)-FailCap(∞)) arrives to place 11886
components in an infrastructure (with 12483 fog nodes and 10000
appliances) in about 214 seconds. AFNO-InitCO-DCO(1) (equiva-
lent to AFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)-FailCap(∞)) takes 124 seconds to solve
the problem, and gets a response time that is 0.6% higher than
DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1). This placement problem is reused to evalu-
ate DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(stepLen)-FailCap(failNB) and AFNO-InitCO-
DCO(stepLen)-FailCap(failNB) with different parameter settings. The
evaluation results of these two algorithms are respectively depicted in Fig-
ure 5.7 and Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(stepLen)-FailCap(failNB)’s Results.

According to the principles of the heuristic DCO (see Section 4.3.2), a
lower (resp., higher) stepLen leads to more (resp., fewer) component moves,
but more (resp., less) reutilization of obtained search results. According to
Figure 5.7 (a), a proper stepLen value can further accelerate the search,
and gets an execution time lower than 214 seconds. Considering that the
execution time explodes (i.e., higher than 30 minutes) when stepLen = 0,
stepLen values near to the two extremes (i.e., 0 and 1) can cause high execu-
tion times. In this evaluation, a failNB value lower than ∞ leads to lower
execution times. However, compared with the execution time lowered by
stepLen, the difference brought by different failNB values is insignificant.

A lower stepLen changes less strongly components’ order, which bet-
ter respects the initial component order produced by InitCO. According to
response times (normalized according to DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)’s) shown
in Figure 5.7 (b), lower stepLen values help to get lower response times.
However, a low failNB risks of missing proper fog nodes and resulting in a
higher response time.

According to Figure 5.8, compared with DAFNO-InitCO-
DCO(stepLen)-FailCap(failNB), AFNO-InitCO-DCO(stepLen)-
FailCap(failNB) gets a lower execution time and a higher response
time. Such a difference is because of the overhead and the functionality
of the heuristic DAFNO, which updates anchors during the search. In
these two algorithms, the parameter stepLen (resp., failNB) has similar
impacts, which are already discussed in the analysis of Figure 5.7.

This evaluation shows that a low stepLen value of DCO helps to further
improve the heuristic combination’s result quality. However, a stepLen close
to 0 causes high execution times when dealing with large-scale problems. A
failNB value lower than ∞ decreases the execution time while raising the
response time. Hence, a trade-off is needed for each parameter to consider
both execution time and response time.
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Figure 5.8: AFNO-InitCO-DCO(stepLen)-FailCap(failNB)’s Results.

5.3 Use Case 2: Data Stream Processing

To evaluate placement algorithms with various applications (rather than a
specific one, as Smart Bell), applications are randomly generated in this use
case.

5.3.1 Use Case Description

The continuous increase of end devices connected to the internet is leading
to an explosion of sensor-generated data. Such data contains valuable infor-
mation, but most of the data is valuable only when processed under a certain
delay. Thus, a lot of Data Stream Processing (DSP) applications [5, 41] are
time-sensitive. Fog computing, which provides local processing resources, is
right an enabler of such DSP applications.

Fog Infrastructure

The infrastructure of this use case contains clouds, edge servers, gateways,
end fog nodes, and appliances as devices. An example is given in Figure 5.9.

Data Stream Processing Application

A DSP application can be represented as a directed acyclic graph, which
contains three kinds of vertexes: data source, operator, and data consumer.
A data source continuously generates a data stream; an operator receives and
processes incoming streams, and then produces outgoing streams transferred
to following operators or data consumers; a data consumer only receives and
processes incoming streams.

An example DSP application, which maintains a database that stores the
information of traffic loads, is given in Figure 5.10. In this example, data
sources—traffic sensors sense traffic loads, whose raw data are filtered and
aggregated by operators—filters and aggregators, respectively. The data
consumer—knowledge base updates stored information in real-time, which
can be used as a base of smart traffic lights / traffic route planning.
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appliance
end fog node1

appliance
end fog node2

appliance
end fog node3

appliance

gateway gateway gateway end fog node4

edge server2
edge server1

edge server3
cloud

Figure 5.9: Infrastructure Example (containing a cloud, three edge servers, three
gateways, four end fog nodes, and four appliances).

traffic sensor

traffic sensor

traffic sensor

traffic sensor

filter

filter

aggregator knowledge
base

data source operator data consumer

Figure 5.10: DSP Application Example—Traffic Knowledge Base (containing four
road traffic sensors as data sources, three operators of two types, and one data
consumer).

DSP applications are widely used to process data streams in many do-
mains, such as smart transport / building / home, etc. In this use case,
similar to the example in Figure 5.10, each DSP application has a set of
data sources, operator types, and data consumers. Each operator type is in
charge of one kind of analytical tasks (i.e., to deal with a kind of incoming
streams), and has a set of operators to distribute these tasks.

5.3.2 Evaluation Setup

This subsection details attributes for generating infrastructure / application
models in this use case.

Fog Infrastructure

For generating infrastructure models, resource ranges of each fog node type
and that of each network link type are respectively listed in Table 5.8 and
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Table 5.9.
Device CPU RAM DISK
Type (GFlops) (GB) (GB)

cloud infinite infinite infinite
edge server 0 ∼ 100 0 ∼ 500 0 ∼ 5000
gateway 0 ∼ 8 0 ∼ 10 0 ∼ 500
end fog node 0 ∼ 2 0 ∼ 4 0 ∼ 200

Table 5.8: Capacity Ranges of Each Fog Node Type.

Link Type LAT(ms) BW(MBps)
cloud – edge server 30 ∼ 100 0 ∼ 1000

edge server – edge server 3 ∼ 10 0 ∼ 1000
gateway – edge server 1 ∼ 20 0 ∼ 100

end fog node – edge server 10 ∼ 25 0 ∼ 100
end fog node

appliance
–
–

gateway
gateway 1 ∼ 5 0 ∼ 1000

Table 5.9: Capacity Ranges of Each Link Type.

Data Stream Processing Application

A generated DSP application contains 1∼10 data sources, 1∼5 operator
types, and 1∼10 data consumers7. Each operator type has 1∼10 compo-
nents as its operators and a probability of 10% to be assigned a specific
DZ composed of randomly selected fog nodes. Each generated application’s
data sources, data consumers, and operators communicate with each other
via bindings.

To ensure DSP applications’ proper execution, each component type and
binding type requires certain amount of resources, as given in Table 5.10.

component type requirements
ReqCPU 0.1∼1 GFlops
ReqRAM 0.1∼1 GB
ReqDISK 0 ∼2 GB

binding type requirements
ReqLAT 25 ∼50 ms
ReqBW 0.01∼ 1 MBps

Table 5.10: Resource Requirements of DSP Applications.

As composition elements of data streams, data units are produced by
data sources and operators. Each data unit is characterized with a size and
a computational amount, which respectively indicate the data amount to
transfer and needed processing effort.

7As this work focuses on IoT applications’ placement, data sources / consumers are
components or randomly selected devices, and at least one of the two are devices.
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Given a data unit of a data source, its response time is the time spent
from its sending until that a data consumer receives its response. To simulate
DSP applications’ response times, the following assumptions are made: i)
all data sources generate data units at a frequency of 1 data unit/s8; ii)
considering that higher ReqBW is required by bindings transferring larger
data units, and that higher ReqCPU is required by components dealing with
higher computational amounts, a data unit’s size and computational amount
are respectively related to their corresponding ReqBW and ReqCPU9.

5.3.3 Result and Discussion

Three groups of evaluations are given in the following, which are respectively
for comparing: i) the proposed heuristic algorithm with other placement
algorithms (i.e., exact algorithm and metaheuristic); ii) different heuristic
combinations; iii) different parameter settings.

Heuristics vs Exact Algorithm and Metaheuristic

This evaluation compares a heuristic algorithm—DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3)
with ILP, GA, and FirstFit (see Section 5.2.3 for more details about ILP and
GA). To avoid execution time explosion, a small-scale infrastructure and a
single application are used as the placement problem. Similar to Figure 5.9,
the infrastructure contains 1 cloud, 3 edge servers, and 3 gateways con-
nected to EdgeServer-1, but it has 20 end fog nodes randomly connected to
the three gateways and EdgeServer-1, and 40 appliances randomly connected
to the gateways. A random DSP application is generated to place, which
has 10 sensors as data sources, 2 operator types with 8 and 5 operators
respectively, and 3 components as data consumers. To cover different re-
source situations, 10 infrastructure models are generated following resource
capacity distributions defined in Section 5.3.2, which implies 10 placement
problems.

Taking the 10 placement problems into account, each evaluated algo-
rithm’s average execution time and average response time are summarized
in Table 5.11. For each problem, obtained response times are normalized
according to ILP’s, i.e., the response time under the optimal placement is
regarded as 1 (100%).

8For data sources with higher (resp., lower) frequency, their data units can be consid-
ered as aggregated (resp., divided) to adapt to the frequency.

9A data unit’s size distributes in 0.01 × ReqBW ∼ 0.1 × ReqBW , its computational
amount distributes in 0.01 × ReqCP U ∼ 0.1 × ReqCP U .
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Algorithm Execution Response
Time (s) Time

FirstFit 756 230%
ILP 258 100%
GA10 32.17 179%
DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3) 0.016 109%

Table 5.11: Evaluation Results of Different Placement Algorithms.

In this use case, FirstFit performs the worst, which gets the highest
execution time and the highest response time. ILP gets the lowest response
time. However, because of the guarantee of returning optimal solutions,
ILP’s execution time is relatively high. GA outperforms FirstFit on both
execution time and response time. Nevertheless, the response time obtained
by GA is about 79% higher than ILP. DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3) improves
FirstFit / GA on both execution time and response time. Compared with
ILP, although DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3) gets a 9% higher response time,
it introduces a 10000 times’ speed-up.

Figure 5.11 shows obtained response times versus WAL values. The
response time increases with WAL, and their correlation is up to 0.969,
which validates the proposed objective function—minimizing WAL.
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Figure 5.11: DSP Applications’ Response Time under Placements with Different
WAL Values.

Heuristic Combinations’ Comparison

According to the previous evaluation, ILP arrives to place 1 application
(with 16 components) in an infrastructure (with 27 fog nodes and 40 appli-
ances) in 258 seconds. To compare different heuristic combinations’ scala-
bility, given the same execution time—258 seconds, we evaluate how many
applications / components each algorithm can place in a larger infrastruc-
ture containing: 1 cloud; 10 high edge servers (as edge server1 in Figure 5.9)

10GA’s result given in Table 5.11 is based on the following parameter values: population
size = 20, mutation rate = 0.01. See Section 7.2.1 for more details.
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randomly connected to each other, and each of them also connects with the
cloud; 50 low edge servers (as edge server2 in Figure 5.9), each connected
with a random high edge server; 500 gateways, each connected with a ran-
dom low edge server; 10000 end fog nodes, each connected with a random
low edge server or gateway; 20000 appliances, each connected with a random
gateway. Following resource capacity distributions given in Section 5.3.2, an
infrastructure model is generated, which must cover different resource sit-
uations thanks to its large scale. Each algorithm places more and more
applications until it exceeds the timeout of 258 seconds. Starting from 1
application, 25 randomly generated DSP applications are added each time.
Execution times of evaluated algorithms are depicted in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Execution Times with Growing Applications.

Among algorithms evaluated in Figure 5.12, an algorithm with more
heuristics applied / combined is shown to be more scalable. Due to the
large infrastructure scale, FirstFit and GA11 timeout at the very beginning
(i.e., when dealing with a single application). AFNO, DAFNO, AFNO-
InitCO, and DAFNO-InitCO only arrive to place 1 application within the
timeout.

The heuristic DCO reorders components to avoid backtracks (which can
cause high execution times) during a search. As shown in Figure 5.12,
by applying DCO, DCO(1)12 arrives to place 51 applications within the
timeout. Compared with FirstFit, DCO(1)’s improvement validates that
DCO helps to accelerate the search. However, after reordering components,
DCO has to redo the search for certain components. This overhead is more
significant when dealing with more components (DCO has to redo the search
for more components after each reordering) and / or testing fog nodes in
random orders (which results in more reorderings).

As shown in Figure 5.12, AFNO-DCO(1) timeouts until placing 151
applications, which further improves the algorithm’s scalability. Because of

11Because RAM needed by ILP highly exceeds the capacity of the test environment
(i.e., 16GB, see Table 5.1), we do not arrive to get results of ILP.

12In this evaluation, heuristic DCO’s parameter stepLen is always assigned to 1.
stepLen value is evaluated and discussed in the next evaluation.
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the anchor-calculation carried out by the heuristic AFNO, AFNO-DCO(1)’s
execution time is higher than DCO(1) when the number of components is
lower than 1000. However, by guiding the search to test local fog nodes
priorly, AFNO lowers the number of component reorderings performed by
DCO. When dealing with more than 1000 components, AFNO-DCO(1) out
performs DCO(1), which validates that anchors help to accelerate the search.

Because anchors calculated by AFNO can be outdated during the search,
the heuristic DAFNO is proposed to update anchors dynamically. When the
number of components is lower than 1500, DAFNO-DCO(1) has a higher
execution time than AFNO-DCO(1), which is caused by the overhead of
updating anchors. However, with more applications concurrent to limited
resources, anchors are easier to be outdated. Thus, DAFNO-DCO(1) out-
performs AFNO-DCO(1) when dealing with more than 1500 components,
which shows that up-to-date anchors help to further accelerate the search.

With random initial component orders, DCO(1), AFNO-DCO(1), and
DAFNO-DCO(1) get higher variances than DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1). Ac-
cording to Figure 5.12, DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1) gets a better performance
than DAFNO-DCO(1), especially when dealing with more than 5000 com-
ponents. This is because of that, among considered constraints (see Sec-
tion 4.1), the constraint of bandwidth consumption is the most complicated
for the following reasons: i) a link’s bandwidth capacity can be consumed
by multiple bindings; ii) a binding can pass by multiple links; iii) where a
binding is placed can concern two components’ hosts; iv) one component can
be connected by multiple bindings. Compared with other constraints (e.g.,
CPU, RAM, DISK), DCO can have to test many more component orders
to avoid a failure caused by a bandwidth capacity violation. Taking this
complexity into account by satisfying priorly components with high band-
width requirements (see Section 4.3.2), InitCO helps to reduce the number
of components’ reorderings carried out by DCO and accelerate the search.

For each application / component number, obtained response times are
normalized according to DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)’s, i.e., DAFNO-InitCO-
DCO(1)’s response time is regarded as 1. Regarding that DCO(1)’s response
time is always higher than 200%, response times of the other heuristic com-
binations are compared in Figure 5.13.

As shown in Figure 5.13, DAFNO-DCO(1)’s response time is always
lower than AFNO-DCO(1), which validates that dynamic anchors further
lower applications’ response time compared with static ones. According
to that DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1) has a lower response time than DAFNO-
DCO(1), and the difference increases with the number of components, we
conclude that InitCO also helps to reduce applications’ response time, espe-
cially when placing a lot of applications / components.

According to obtained execution times and response times, each of the
heuristics evaluated in this evaluation (i.e., DCO, AFNO, DAFNO, and
InitCO) improves the algorithm’s scalability and / or result quality.
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Figure 5.13: Response Times with Growing Applications.

Impacts of Parameters stepLen and failNB

According to the previous evaluation, DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1) (equivalent
to DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)-FailCap(∞)) arrives to place 426 applications
(with 8589 components) in an infrastructure (with 10561 fog nodes and
20000 appliances) in about 270 seconds. This placement problem is reused
to evaluate DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(stepLen)-FailCap(failNB) with differ-
ent parameter settings. The evaluation results are depicted in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Evaluation Results with Different Parameters13.

As stated in Section 4.3.2, a lower (resp., higher) stepLen leads to more
(resp., fewer) component moves, but more (resp., less) reutilization of ob-
tained search results. According to execution times shown in Figure 5.14 (a),
stepLen values near to the two extremes (i.e., 0 and 1) can cause high execu-
tion times. Compared with DCO(1), a proper stepLen can further accelerate
the search. On the other hand, compared with ∞, a lower failNB helps to
lower execution times only when stepLen is assigned to a low value (e.g.,
as in Figure 5.14 (a) when stepLen = 0.1). The reduction of execution
time becomes weak when stepLen ≥ 0.3. Moreover, a low failNB can miss
proper fog nodes, cause more component reorderings, and get even higher
execution times (e.g., as in Figure 5.14 (a) when stepLen = 1).

A lower stepLen changes less strongly components’ order, which bet-
13Results of DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0)-FailCap(failNB) are not obtained because of

execution time explosion.
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ter respects the initial component order produced by InitCO. According to
response times (normalized according to DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)’s) shown
in Figure 5.14 (b), lower stepLen values help to get lower response times.
However, a low failNB risks of missing proper fog nodes and resulting in a
higher response time.

This evaluation shows that a low stepLen value of DCO helps to further
improve the heuristic combination’s result quality. However, a stepLen close
to 0 causes high execution times when dealing with large-scale problems.
Hence, a trade-off is needed to consider these two aspects. On the other
hand, when stepLen is assigned to a proper value that helps to avoid high
execution times, a failNB value lower than ∞ no longer reduces or even
raises execution times.

5.4 Conclusion
This chapter evaluates the proposed initial placement approach with two use
cases. Use case 1 uses a specific application Smart Bell (see Section 5.2),
in which each Dedicated Zone is composed of fog nodes close to each other
(i.e., fog nodes in a home). Use case 2 (i.e., Data Stream Processing, see
Section 5.3) uses randomly generated applications, a Dedicated Zone is com-
posed of random fog nodes, which can be far from each other. Moreover,
in use case 1, each home is served by a single Smart Bell instance. Conse-
quently, resources in use case 2 can be more constrained compared with use
case 1. Because of these differences, the heuristic FailCap performs better in
use case 1, and heuristics DAFNO and InitCO perform better in use case 2.

Taking evaluation results obtained in these two use cases into account,
DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(stepLen) appears as the best compromise in terms
of scalability and result quality (based on our experience with the evaluated
use cases, a stepLen value of 0.2∼0.4 is recommended). It gets solutions
close to optimal ones obtained by ILP with much lowered execution times.
It highly improves FirstFit / GA on both scalability and result quality.
This algorithm also outperforms other heuristic combinations in most of the
evaluated placement problems. DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(stepLen) is highly
scalable, through which we get a satisfactory placement of more than 8000
components in an infrastructure with more than 10000 fog nodes within
200 seconds. Moreover, being able to deal with highly random problems
(with random infrastructures / applications in terms of resource capacities /
requirements and topologies, as discussed in Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.3.2),
the proposition is shown to be a generic approach.
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This chapter presents dynamic placement’s state of the art. Section 6.1
gives the problem description, and introduces several criteria that must be
considered by dynamic placement approaches in the context of fog. Sec-
tion 6.2 discusses related works.

6.1 Problem Description and Criteria
In the fog, because of constantly varying applications and volatile end de-
vices, there are several types of dynamicity:

• applications’ arrival / departure. Requests for deploying new applica-
tions (and for removing deployed applications) arrive from time to time,
which make applications to place dynamic.

• devices’ mobility. Being possible to move to different places, a portable
device can change its access point to the internet, which makes the
infrastructure’s network topology dynamic.

• devices’ churn. An end device can leave (e.g., lose network connection,
be turned off) or join the fog at any time, which makes devices of the
infrastructure dynamic.

Caused by these dynamic changes, applications’ placement needs to be con-
tinuously adjusted to keep placed applications being executed properly and
to fit the optimization objective. Without adjusting the placement (i.e.,
changing certain components’ hosts), an initial placement approach (e.g.,
the approach proposed in Chapter 4) can not suit dynamic environments.
To deal with such problems, dynamic placement approaches are designed.
In particular, for addressing dynamic placement problems in the context of
fog and IoT, several criteria must be considered, as detailed in the following.

Dynamicity Type Coverage. As the fog introduces different types
of dynamicity (i.e., applications’ arrival / departure, devices’ mobility, and
devices’ churn), a dynamic placement approach in the context of fog should
be able to deal with all these dynamicity types.
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Migration Cost Awareness. If a dynamic placement decision places
a component in a device other than its current host, this component needs
to be migrated. A component’s migration is resource-consuming and has a
negative influence on deployed applications’ performance. Thus, a dynamic
placement decision-making approach must consider the migration cost. If
an approach does not take the migration cost into account (i.e., the cost of
migrating a component = 0), it can result in a lot of resource-consuming
migrations and even cause a network congestion. If an approach does not
allow migrating any component (i.e., the cost of migrating a component =
∞), selected hosts’ quality can get worse and worse, because each compo-
nent’s host is selected only once before unpredictable dynamic changes take
place. Hence, in a highly dynamic fog infrastructure, placement approaches
should be aware of components’ migration cost to keep the placement close
to the optimum.

Reactivity. For ensuring applications’ proper execution (i.e., ensuring
that all constraints for placing considered applications are respected), each
application’s requirements must be respected. Namely, a placement decision
must conform to several kinds of constraints (see Section 4.1 for more de-
tails). However, a dynamic change can violate certain constraints and makes
the current placement invalid. In this case, an adjustment of the placement,
which repairs the placement and allows applications being executed properly
again, must be performed as soon as possible. Thus, a dynamic placement
approach must make decisions rapidly to be reactive to dynamic changes.

Application Agnostic. As the fog is not dedicated to a single appli-
cation or a specific type of applications. A placement approach should be
generic enough to deal with any application.

Location Dependency. Based on sensing / actuating services, an
IoT application is tied to its sensors / actuators, whose locations must be
considered when making placement decisions.

To deal with the dynamicity in the context of fog and IoT, a dynamic
placement approach must cover aforementioned dynamicity types, be aware
of migration-cost, make placement decisions in reactive to dynamic changes,
be application-agnostic, and support location-dependent applications.

6.2 Related Works of Dynamic Placement
For studying related works, criteria stated in Section 6.1 are used to evaluate
them, as detailed in the following.

[42] deals with the placement problem in an infrastructure composed of
edge devices. In this approach, each considered application serves one end
user, and is tied to the user’s mobile phone. Considering end users’ mobility,
an application’s placement must be adjusted according to its end user’s (or
his / her mobile’s) location. This approach assumes that the infrastructure is
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always resource-rich (i.e., any device / link in the infrastructure has enough
resources to host all considered applications). For placing applications close
to their end users, [42] proposes three strategies:
• always migrate strategy, which always migrates an application app to

the nearest device to app’s end user.
• infrequently migrate strategy. According to this strategy, after migrating

an application app, app can not be migrated again in a predefined time
interval.

• moving average strategy. In always migrate and infrequently migrate
strategies, each application’s host is selected according to devices’ cur-
rent network latencies to the application’s end user (or his / her mobile).
Instead of the current network latency, moving average strategy selects
the device with the lowest moving average network latency1 to an ap-
plication’s end user as this application’s host.

To avoid too many migrations, which can be incurred by always migrate
strategy, infrequently migrate strategy introduces a “non-migration” period
for each migrated application. For the same sake, based on moving av-
erage strategy, a device is selected as an application’s host only if it has
a lower average network latency during a period, which helps to make an
application’s host more stable. This approach deals with the dynamicity
of mobiles’ mobility, and supports applications that depend on users’ lo-
cations. The proposed strategies only calculate each application’s nearest
device without introducing much calculation, and thus can be reactive to
dynamic changes. However, none of proposed strategy models the migra-
tion cost. Furthermore, the assumption of the resource-rich infrastructure
is not realistic. Given an infrastructure with limited resources, placements
returned by this approach, which does not consider any constraint, can be
invalid. Based on an assumption that each application serves one and only
one end user, this approach is not application-agnostic.

[43] places applications tied to end users’ mobiles in an infrastructure
composed of cloud DCs and edge devices. It is assumed that:
• each mobile continuously notifies the infrastructure with the end user’s

location;
• when an end user moves, and the nearest (i.e., in terms of network

latency or hop number) edge device to him / her changes to d, a request
for deploying his / her application is sent to d.

Considering the limit of available resources in the infrastructure, [43] pro-
poses two strategies for deciding which application to satisfy first when a
device receives multiple deployment requests:

1A moving average network latency is calculated by weighting and summing the current
latency and a number of latencies measured in the past. The sum of all weights equals to
1. The longer (in terms of time) a latency is measured from now, the lower its weight is.
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• first come first serve strategy. As named, based on this strategy, an
application that arrives earlier is satisfied first.

• delay-priority strategy, which prioritizes applications that are more
time-sensitive (i.e., with stricter constraint of network latency).

A placement decision made by this approach always satisfies constraints
of applications’ resource requirements. However, based on first come first
serve strategy, a later arrived application can be constrained by former ar-
rived ones. Without considering the possibility of migrating former placed
applications, placement decisions made by first come first serve strategy
can get further and further from the global optimum along with dynamic
changes. In contrast, based on delay-priority strategy, an application is mi-
grated as long as it takes the resource needed by an application requiring
lower latency. Such a decision is made without taking the migration cost
into account, which can result in a lot of migrations and even a network con-
gestion. The proposed strategies deal with the dynamicity of applications’
arrival / departure, and support location-dependent applications. These
strategies only order applications without introducing much calculation, and
thus can be reactive to dynamic changes. However, without considering ei-
ther the possibility of migrating components or components’ migration cost,
these strategies are not aware of migration cost. Because of the assumption
that each application serves one and only one end user, this approach is not
application-agnostic.

[44] places applications in a cloud DC composed of distributed devices.
Aiming at balancing network resource utilization in the DC, a heuristic al-
gorithm is proposed to deal with applications’ arrival / departure. Upon
an application’s departure, this algorithm lowers the most congested link’s
load by migrating a subset of components consuming this link’s resource.
Based on a probabilistic model, the probability of migrating a component
decreases with the number of migrated components in one placement ad-
justment, which helps to avoid network congestion caused by migrations.
However, upon an application’s arrival, this algorithm simply places the ap-
plication in devices connected by underloaded links. Without considering
components’ migration when an application arrives, this algorithm takes
only part of the search space into account, and can not find the optimum if
it needs to migrate certain components. The proposed heuristic guides the
search to a satisfactory result, which accelerates the search to be reactive
to dynamic changes. Without any assumption on considered applications,
this approach is application-agnostic. However, this approach only discusses
the dynamicity of applications’ arrival / departure. Being in the context of
cloud, considered applications are not location-dependent. Because compo-
nents’ migration is not allowed upon applications’ arrival, the migration cost
awareness is considered to be partially supported.

[45] aims at maximizing the financial revenue of the infrastructure
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provider. To address the dynamic placement problem, a lazy algorithm
is proposed, which adjusts the placement only when it can be significantly
improved. Based on this algorithm, a placement adjustment is applied only
if it introduces an improvement (i.e., financial cost reduction) higher than
a predefined threshold. Such an algorithm helps to avoid:

• frequently migrating components;
• continuously migrating a component between two devices (i.e., ping-

pong effect).

However, when a dynamic change takes place, this lazy algorithm can cause
a period waiting for more dynamic changes (until an adjustment introduces
a significant improvement). Consequently, this approach can be not reactive
enough to dynamic changes. Moreover, after such a waiting period, there
can be a lot of components to migrate at one adjustment, which risks of
causing a network congestion. To fit the optimization objective, the cost of
components’ migration is modeled in this approach. Without any assump-
tion on considered applications, [45] is application-agnostic. However, being
in the context of cloud, the considered applications are without location
dependency, and only the dynamicity of applications’ arrival / departure is
dealt with.

[46] ensures applications’ performance by dynamically reconfiguring de-
ployed applications. If an application is overloaded, new instances (or com-
ponents) of this application are deployed to lower other instances’ charge.
For underloaded applications, deployed instances can be removed for releas-
ing resources consumed by them. Being in the context of IoT and fog, [46]
defines a request’s delay as the time spent from an IoT object sends this
request until the reception of the request’s response. If a request’s delay
exceeds a predefined timeout, this request is considered as violated. For
verifying if a request is violated, this approach assumes that each request
is attached with its sending time. Based on this assumption, two heuristics
are proposed:

• min-viol, which aims at minimizing the number of violated requests;
• min-cost, which purposes to minimize the infrastructure provider’s fi-

nancial cost.

As long as an application app has violated requests, among edge devices
with enough resources to host an instance of app, min-viol selects the device
receiving the most requests to app to deploy a new instance. On the other
hand, when an application is underloaded, this application’s least-charged
instance is removed. By modeling the cost of resource consumption and the
penalty caused by violations, given an application to reconfigure, min-cost
adds / removes instances if more benefits can be obtained. This approach
deals with IoT applications dependent to sensors’ / actuators’ locations,
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and addresses the dynamicity of adding / removing instances of considered
applications, which is equivalent to that of applications’ arrival / departure.
The proposed heuristics help to make placement decisions rapidly and re-
actively. However, without discussing instances’ migration, this approach is
not aware of migration cost. Being designed for applications whose requests
are attached with their sending times, [46] is not application-agnostic.

[47] places applications in an infrastructure with network links whose
latencies change dynamically. Each considered application is tied to ser-
vices pinned to certain devices (i.e., these services can not be deployed
elsewhere). For lowering communication channels’ network latencies, an al-
gorithm is proposed to adjust the placement according to network links’
latency changes. For each adjustment, this algorithm tries to migrate each
component c to the device at the center of components and pinned services
that c communicates with. Considering the non negligible cost of migra-
tions, a component can be migrated only if the improvement (in terms of
network latency) brought by this migration exceeds a predefined threshold,
which helps to avoid too many migrations. However, the threshold can make
it impossible to migrate certain components, even if such migrations help
to achieve a global optimum2. Moreover, it is difficult to determine the
threshold without experience, whose proper value is problem-dependent.
This approach deals with the dynamicity of links’ latency changes, places
IoT applications with location dependency, and is application-agnostic. The
proposed heuristic algorithm guides the search to a satisfactory result, which
accelerates the search to be reactive to dynamic changes. Without consider-
ing all possible migrations (i.e., one migration without significantly lowering
communication channels’ latencies is not considered), migration cost aware-
ness is considered to be partially supported in [47].

[48] deals with the placement of a single application in an infrastructure
composed of edge devices. The considered application is tied to its users’
mobiles. Because of users’ mobility, the placement must be continuously
adjusted to fit the optimization objective—optimizing the application’s per-
formance (in terms of response time). [48] proposes an objective function
composed of two kinds of costs: local cost and migration cost. A local cost
indicates a device’s fitness for hosting a component c. A device with a lower
charge (e.g., CPU utilization rate) and lower network latency to c’s users
(or their mobiles) fits better c. A migration cost indicates the penalty for a
migration’s impacts on the application’s performance. A migration between
devices close to each other (i.e., in terms of network latency) and between
low-charged devices gets a lower penalty. Considering that the decision of
a component’s host impacts not only the current local / migration costs,

2It is possible that a migration without network latency improvement releases resources
needed by other components and makes these components’ migrations (that can highly
lower communication channels’ latencies) possible.
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but also future ones, [48] purposes to make decisions with future costs taken
into account. Based on an assumption of a prediction module, which pre-
dicts future local / migration costs, [48] selects the device that minimizes
the total cost (i.e., the sum of local and migration costs) during several
time slots as a component’s next host. Under the dynamicity of device mo-
bility, [48] models the migration cost, makes placement decisions reactively
for an application dependent to its users’ locations. However, based on an
assumption that there is only one application to place, this approach is not
application-agnostic.

[49] introduces a distributed mechanism for placing IoT applications in
the fog, and continuously adjusts applications’ placement because of sensors
/ actuators’ mobility. Aiming at minimizing the infrastructure’s bandwidth
consumption, [49] takes the following two kinds of costs into account:

• local cost, which indicates the bandwidth consumption brought by the
communication between components, sensors, and actuators;

• migration cost, which indicates the bandwidth consumption caused by
migrating components.

By modeling these two kinds of costs, for each component, the device that
minimizes the total cost (the sum of local and migration costs) is selected
as this component’s next host. Each component’s migration target (i.e., the
next host) is calculated by its current host, which makes this mechanism
decentralized. Thanks to the decentralization, this approach fits well large-
scale infrastructures with a huge amount of devices. However, for avoiding
conflicts caused by migrating too many components to a same device (i.e.,
required resources exceed the device’s capacity), devices have to communi-
cate with each other for avoiding such conflicts. Same as [48], [49] also takes
future costs into account for further improving placement decisions’ quality.
Based on a module that predicts sensors / actuators’ mobility, a component’s
migration is planed ahead. A component’s migration plan indicates when
and to which device this component is going to be migrated. Considering the
uncertainty of sensors / actuators’ mobility, each component is associated
with multiple migration plans, which serve as candidate plans to be selected
when mobile sensors and actuators’ locations get more certain. However,
this mechanism further complicates the conflict avoidance: conflicts must
be avoided at any time during the planned period. Moreover, updating one
component’s migration plans can make it necessary to adjust multiple com-
ponents’ migration plans, and further impacts more and more components,
which can make the conflict avoidance mechanism time-expensive. Conse-
quently, although this approach refines the placement decision with several
mechanisms, it can lose the reactivity because of the time-expensive conflict
avoidance. For the other criteria, this approach deals the dynamicity of
devices’ mobility, places IoT applications with location dependency, and is
application-agnostic.
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Comparison and Summary

According to the criteria introduced in Section 6.1, related works are com-
pared and summarized in Table 3.1.

Dynamicity Type Migration Cost Reactivity Application Location
Coverage Awareness Agnostic Dependency

[42] device mobility 7 3 3 3
[43] app arrival/departure 7 3 3 3
[44] app arrival/departure − 3 3 7
[45] app arrival/departure 3 7 3 7
[46] app arrival/departure 7 3 7 3
[47] network link latency − 3 3 3
[48] device mobility 3 3 7 3
[49] device mobility 3 7 3 3

Table 6.1: Dynamic Placement Related Work Summary.

[44] and [47] consider components’ migration only in specific cases (see
the previous subsection for more details). Thus, their migration cost aware-
ness is considered to be partially supported and is noted as − in Table 6.1.

As given in Table 3.1, no related work covers all dynamicity types in the
fog (i.e., applications’ arrival / departure, devices’ mobility, and devices’
churn3), and none of them is aware of migration cost, reactive, application-
agnostic, and deals with location dependency simultaneously. Hence, new
mechanisms must be developed to address them.

3Considering that the fog is highly dynamic, the latency of any link in the fog can
change frequently. To avoid over-committing dynamic changes, our work uses the average
latency of each link, which can be considered as static.
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As stated in previous chapters, this work deals with the problem of
placing IoT applications in a fog infrastructure composed of cloud DCs,
edge servers, and end devices. To solve such a problem, a placement decision
needs to be made, which must:

• map each component (i.e., a software element composing an applica-
tion) onto a fog node (i.e., a device that provides resources to host
applications);

• satisfy constraints for ensuring placed applications’ proper execution;
• fit the objective of optimizing applications’ performance.

Caused by applications’ arrival / departure and devices’ mobility / churn,
the placement problem in the context of fog and IoT is highly dynamic. Con-
sequently, a placement decision needs to be continuously adjusted (i.e., to
change certain components’ hosts) for always respecting the constraints and
for fitting the optimization objective. Such an adjustment / re-optimization
problem is referred to as dynamic placement problem.

This chapter gives our proposition for solving the dynamic placement
problem, and is organized as follows. Section 7.1 formulates the prob-
lem. Section 7.2 introduces our approach for keeping the placement close
to the optimum. Section 7.3 presents our approach for quickly repairing
the placement when dynamic changes violate certain constraints. Sec-
tion 7.4 discusses how approaches proposed in Section 7.2 (for placement
re-optimization) and Section 7.3 (for violated applications’ repairing) can
be combined. Finally, Section 7.5 summarizes this chapter.
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7.1 Dynamic Placement Problem Formulation

Same as the initial placement problem (see Section 4.1 for more details), the
dynamic placement problem is modeled with:

• the infrastructure composed of fog nodes, appliances, and links;
• applications composed of components, appliances (or sensing / actuat-

ing services provided by and tied to appliances), and bindings.

Same as in initial placement problems, the following constraints must be
respected by a solution to a dynamic placement problem:

i) each component is placed in its Dedicated Zone (DZ);
ii) each fog node’s CPU / RAM / DISK consumption does not exceed the

fog node’s capacity;
iii) each link’s bandwidth consumption does not exceed the link’s capacity;
iv) each binding’s latency does not exceed the binding’s requirement.

In the fog, a placement decision can be made outdated by changes of
the infrastructure and applications (because of constraint violation or non-
satisfaction regarding the optimization objective). To keep the placement
valid and satisfactory,

• upon devices’ mobility, components placed in (and sensing / actuating
services provided by) moved devices change their locations in the net-
work topology, which can increase certain bindings’ latencies / certain
links’ bandwidth consumption. In this case, certain components must be
migrated for repairing (regarding constraint violation) / re-optimizing
the placement.

• upon devices’ leaving, components placed in these disappeared devices
must be re-deployed.

• upon applications’ arrival, for placing newly arrived applications, al-
ready placed components can be migrated to release resources needed
by these new applications.

• upon devices’ joining / applications’ departure, placed components can
be migrated so as to better fit the optimization objective.

As discussed above, a dynamic change can make it necessary to migrate
certain components. Migrating a component is resource-consuming and has
a negative influence on deployed applications’ performance. Simultaneously
migrating too many components can even cause a network congestion. Thus,
a dynamic placement decision should lead to as few component migrations
as possible. Considering that applications’ performance is also impacted by
their hosts, apart from the number of components to migrate, the quality
of selected hosts must be taken into account. In order to optimize selected
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hosts’ quality, the initial placement approach proposed in Chapter 4 tries to
minimize Weighted Average Latency1 (WAL) of considered applications. To
deal with dynamic placement problems, we still use WAL to evaluate selected
hosts. Hence, ideally, a dynamic placement decision should minimize both
WAL and the number of components to migrate denoted as NBmig.

However, simultaneously minimizing WAL and NBmig can derive to a
contradiction: selecting the optimal hosts regarding WAL can lead to a
lot of migrations, while making a decision without migrating components
can result in a relatively high WAL. To avoid this contradiction, given a dy-
namic placement problem, we select the solution leading to the lowest NBmig

among solutions (to this placement problem) with satisfactory WAL values.
More precisely, given a set of solutions to the problem, among the ones
with WAL lower than a threshold WALthreshold, the solution that minimizes
NBmig is selected as the placement decision. In this work, WALthreshold

= σ× WALinit. σ is a predefined parameter2 (σ > 1). WALinit is the WAL
of the solution obtained by the initial placement approach (e.g., DAFNO-
InitCO-DCO(0.3), see Chapter 4 for more details). WALinit is re-calculated
after each dynamic change, so that the decision can be made according to
up-to-date WALinit.

The formulation proposed in this section allows making a placement
decision given a set of solutions. How to find out such a set of solutions and
how to rapidly find high-qualified ones (regarding the optimization objective)
are discussed in Section 7.2.

7.2 Dynamic Placement Re-optimization
This section introduces our proposition for dynamically re-optimizing ap-
plications’ placement in the fog. Genetic Algorithm (GA) [50] is a meta-
heuristic inspired by the evolutionary process, which can be used to deal
with a wide range of optimization problems, including the placement prob-
lem. According to the evaluation of initial placement algorithms given in
Chapter 5, GA outperforms FirstFit. Thus, we choose GA as the naive dy-
namic placement approach, which is detailed in Section 7.2.1. To deal with
placement problems, GA generates new placements inheriting3 from known
ones. This feature allows us to design a heuristic that helps to accelerate
GA’s decision-making process, which is detailed in Section 7.2.2. Another
dynamic placement algorithm, which extends the initial placement approach
proposed in Chapter 4, is given in Section 7.2.3.

1WAL refers to the average latency of bindings with each binding’s latency weighted
by the binding’s bandwidth requirement, see Section 4.1 for more details.

2σ can be assigned based on a test or experience. How to automatically set (or dy-
namically update) the value of σ remains a future work.

3The inheritance is in terms of that, when generating a new placement, a component’s
host can be selected as the fog node that hosts this component in a kown placement.
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7.2.1 Genetic Algorithm—A Naive Approach

The pseudo code of GA adapted to the placement problem is given in Al-
gorithm 3. Algorithm 3 continuously refines a population composed of a
number of placements. Such a number is assigned by the input popSize.
Other inputs of Algorithm 3 are: the infrastructure model infra, the model
of applications to place apps, and a probability proba (detailed in the fol-
lowing).

Algorithm 3: Genetic Algorithm for the Placement
Input: infra, apps, popSize, proba

1 population ← ∅;
2 i ← 0;
3 while i < popSize do
4 p ← getRandomPlacement(infra, apps);
5 if isValid(p, infra, apps) then
6 population ← population ∪ p;
7 i ← i + 1;

8 do
9 best ← population.getBestSolution();

10 backupPop ← population;
11 for each {parent1, parent2} ∈ backupPop do
12 {child1, child2} ← crossover(parent1, parent2);
13 for each child ∈ {child1, child2} do
14 mutate(child, proba);
15 population ← population ∪ child;
16 population.removeWorstPlacement();

17 while best != population.getBestSolution();
18 return best;

Line 1–7 initializes population as a number of solutions to the con-
sidered placement problem. Line 3–7 iteratively adds random solutions
into population until it contains popSize solutions (see line 3). In line 4,
getRandomPlacement() returns a random placement by mapping each com-
ponent to a random fog node4. In line 5, isV alid() checks if the random
placement p returned by getRandomPlacement() respects all constraints.
If so, p is added into population (see line 6).

Line 8–17 is an iterative evolution process, which makes solutions stored
in population fit better and better the optimization objective. In each

4Different from FirstFit proposed in Section 4.2, getRandomP lacement() does not
take any constraint into account. Thus, getRandomP lacement() returns rapidly and can
be called many times in Algorithm 3.
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iteration (i.e., line 9–16), line 105 backs up population with backupPop.
backupPop is used to control the loop of line 11–16 (see line 11). In line 11,
solutions stored in backupPop are grouped two by two, and each group is
selected as a couple of parents (i.e., {parent1, parent2}) used to generate
new placements (i.e., their offspring). Line 11–16 contains three phases:

• crossover, which generates offspring based on selected parents;
• mutation, in which newly generated offspring mutates in a probabilistic

manner to escape from local optimums;
• selection, which filters placements that worse fit the optimization ob-

jective out from population.

In the phase crossover (line 12), offspring (i.e., {child1, child2}) is gener-
ated by swapping a random set of components’ hosts in parent1 and parent2
(as in the example of Figure 7.1). The phase mutation (line 14) tests to
update each component’s host to be a random fog node in the component’s
DZ according to the input proba, which indicates the probability of mu-
tating a component’s host. In the phase selection, after adding a child
into population (line 15), the worst placement is removed from population
(line 16). Such a worst placement is selected according to the following
principles (based on the dynamic placement problem formulation given in
Section 7.1):

• if an invalid placement (i.e., which violates certain constraints) exists
in population, this placement is removed;

• otherwise, if a solution’s WAL value exceeds WALthreshold, the solution
with the highest WAL is removed;

• otherwise, if solutions in population have different NBmig values, the
solution with the highest NBmig is removed;

• otherwise, the solution with the highest WAL is removed.

In this way, only solutions fitting better the optimization objective can be
left in population, which helps to generate better placements in the next
iteration. Iteration by iteration, solutions stored in population get closer to
the optimum.

The evolution of line 8–17 terminates when the best solution found re-
mains the same after an iteration6 (see line 17). This termination condition
is verified based on the variable best, which stores the best solution found
till the previous iteration (see line 9). The best solution is returned by
getBestSolution() and is selected according to the following principles:

5Line 9 corresponds to the termination of the evolution, which is detailed later.
6GA can have other termination conditions, e.g., when the best solution found is not

significantly improved (i.e., the improvement obtained in an iteration is lower than a
predefined threshold), or when a timeout is exceeded.
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Figure 7.1: Crossover and Mutation Example (based on two placements parent1
and parent2, a host swap is carried out on randomly selected component(s) c2 in the
crossover phase. The mutation phase updates components’ hosts in a probabilistic
manner. In this example, c1’s host mutates to fog node n2).

• if a set of solutions with WAL < WALthreshold is found, among these
solutions, the one with minimal NBmig (and minimal WAL7) is returned;

• if WAL of each solution in population is higher than WALthreshold, the
solution with the lowest WAL is returned.

Finally, when best no longer changes in an iteration, line 18 returns best as
the placement decision.

Being initialized with random solutions (see line 1–7), GA can need a
relatively high execution time to obtain a satisfactory solution, which makes
Algorithm 3 impractical for a fog with frequent dynamic changes.

7.2.2 Placement Re-optimization Heuristic

As given in Section 7.1, an optimal dynamic placement solution should mini-
mize the number of components to migrate while getting a satisfactory WAL
value. Such a solution is similar to two placements: i) the current place-
ment, which does not lead to any component migration; ii) a solution with
minimal WAL. Thus, to improve GA, we use these two kinds of placements

7WAL is considered when NBmig is minimized by multiple solutions.
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as GA’s initial placements (instead of random ones in Algorithm 3). The
pseudo code of such a heuristic GA is given in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: heuristicGA
Input: infra, apps, popSize, proba

1 pcurr ← getFormattedCurrPlace();
2 pinit ← initPlace(infra, apps);
3 population ← {pcurr, pinit};
4 do
5 best ← population.getBestSolution();
6 backupPop ← population;
7 for each {parent1, parent2} ∈ backupPop do
8 {child1, child2} ← crossover(parent1, parent2);
9 for each child ∈ {child1, child2} do

10 mutate(child, proba);
11 population ← population ∪ child;
12 if population.length > popSize then
13 population.removeWorstPlacement();

14 while best != population.getBestSolution() or
population.size() < popSize;

15 return best;

In line 1, getFormattedCurrP lace() formats the current placement as
follows:

• if a new application arrives, its components’ hosts are formatted as
empty (which means to be placed);

• if a component’s host leaves, this component’s host is formatted as
empty;

• other components’ hosts do not change.

In line 1–3, population is initialized to contain the formatted current place-
ment pcurr and the solution pinit returned by the initial placement approach
(e.g., DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3) proposed in Chapter 4). pcurr does not
migrate any component. pinit has a near optimal WAL. By inheriting from
pcurr and pinit, offspring generated in Algorithm 4 can rapidly get close to
the optimum. Considering that there are only two placements in the ini-
tial population, as in line 12, the phase selection of GA takes place only
when the number of placements in population exceeds popSize. The loop of
line 4–14 terminates when two conditions are simultaneously satisfied (see
line 14): i) the best solution found remains the same, and ii) there are at
least popSize solutions stored in population. Other parts of Algorithm 4
are same to Algorithm 3, and are explained in the previous subsection.
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Instead of approaching the optimum from random placements, Algo-
rithm 4 uses specific placements to initialize the search. These initial place-
ments are selected with respect to the optimization objective, and can lower
the execution time for getting a satisfactory solution.

7.2.3 Migration Cost-Aware Heuristics

The initial placement approach proposed in Chapter 4 combines a set of
heuristics. Among these heuristics AFNO and DAFNO (see Section 4.3.1
for more details) are responsible for ordering fog nodes. AFNO and DAFNO
aims at minimizing WAL values of placement decisions, while components’
migration cost is not considered. In order to take WAL and the cost of
migrating components into account simultaneously, the following principle
is used to extend the initial placement approach: when trying to place a
component, its current host (regarding the current placement) must be the
first fog node to test. More precisely, after AFNO / DAFNO updates fog
nodes’ order for placing a component, if this component is currently hosted
by a fog node8, this host is prioritized to be the first fog node to test (i.e.,
the fog node order produced by AFNO / DAFNO is updated again). Based
on this principle, a component will not be migrated if placing this compo-
nent in its current host can derive to a solution, which helps to migrate
as few components as possible. The extended heuristics9 is compared with
Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 in Chapter 8.

7.3 Reactive Placement Repairing
By violating constraints, dynamic changes in the fog can make deployed ap-
plications’ execution improper. Such violated applications must be repaired
as soon as possible, especially for time-sensitive ones. Algorithms given
in Section 7.2 aim at re-optimizing applications’ placement, which can be
relatively calculation- and time-expensive, and thus may not suit violated
applications’ repairing. To deal with this problem, this section proposes
another mechanism, which aims at making placement decisions as fast as
possible.

Among different types of dynamic changes, applications’ departure and
devices’ joining bring more available resources to the infrastructure, which
can not make the current placement invalid. When a new application ar-
rives, the status of the fog (i.e., resources provided by the fog and deployed
applications’ hosts) is not changed, which does not violate the current place-
ment either. Only devices’ leaving and devices’ mobility can violate deployed

8Newly arrived applications are not hosted, and a component placed in a disappeared
fog node no longer has a host.

9This algorithm extends and is based on DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3), which performs
the best among evaluated initial placement approaches according to Chapter 5.
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applications, which are respectively taken in charge by two algorithms ex-
plained in the following.

When a fog node10 leaves the infrastructure (e.g., lose network connec-
tion, crash out, be turned off), components hosted by this fog node are no
longer deployed. Algorithm 5 is responsible for re-placing such components,
and is called upon fog nodes’ leaving. As Algorithm 5’s inputs, infra is the
infrastructure’s model, and node is the disappeared fog node.

Algorithm 5: repair4fogNodeLeave
Input: infra, node

1 nodeList ← infra.fogNodes();
2 for each comp ∈ node.getHostedComponents() do
3 sort(nodeList, comp.getAnchor());
4 isPlaced ← false;
5 for each n ∈ nodeList do
6 if not isPlaced and isValid(comp, n) then
7 place(comp, n);
8 isPlaced ← true;

9 if not isPlaced then
10 return “failure”;

11 return “pass”;

In line 1, nodeList is assigned as a list containing all fog nodes of the
infrastructure (returned by infra.fogNodes()). The loop of line 2–10 tries
to place each component comp hosted by the disappeared fog node node (as
in line 2). In line 3, fog nodes in nodeList are sorted in ascending order
of their network latency to comp’s anchor11. Then, one after another, fog
nodes in nodeList are tested for hosting comp (line 5). When a suitable
fog node (verified by isV alid(comp, n) in line 6) is found, comp is placed
in it (line 7). If Algorithm 5 fails to place a component hosted by node,
“failure” is returned to announce that it fails to repair violated applications
(see line 9–10). If Algorithm 5 arrives to place all components hosted by
node, “pass” is returned (as in line 11). Regarding the order of fog nodes
in nodeList, Algorithm 5 tries to place each component comp in a fog node
close to its anchor, which helps to lower WAL. For accelerating the search,
Algorithm 5 makes placement decisions only for components hosted by node
without changing hosts of other components and without guaranteeing to

10Because a placer can not successfully place an IoT application with disappeared ap-
pliances (or sensing / actuating services), this work focuses on the leaving of fog nodes
(i.e., devices that can be used as hosts). The departure of appliances must be addressed
by (or with the help of) other modules.

11A component’s anchor is the barycenter of its network communication. See Sec-
tion 4.3.1 for more details.
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find a solution.
An application app is concerned by a device d’s mobility if a component

of app is placed in d or one of its sensing / actuating services is provided
by d. d’s mobility can impact latencies and accessible bandwidths of app’s
bindings, or even violates these bindings’ requirements of network resources.
Algorithm 6 is responsible for repairing such bindings, and is called upon
devices’ mobility (that changes the network topology). As Algorithm 6’s
inputs, infra is the model of the infrastructure, and device is the moved
device.

Algorithm 6: repair4deviceMove
Input: infra, device

1 for each app ∈ device.getConcernedApps() do
2 if isViolated(infra, app) then
3 deplace(infra, app);
4 isFail ← initPlace(infra, app);
5 if isFail then
6 return “failure”;

7 return “pass”;

For each application app concerned by device (line 1), Algorithm 6 checks
whether app is violated (line 2). If certain constraints are no longer respected
for app, by calling deplace(), Algorithm 6 deplaces app from the infrastruc-
ture (line 3). Then, a placement decision for app is made by calling the
initial placement algorithm (e.g., DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3) proposed in
Chapter 4). If initP lace(infra, app) fails to place app, “failure” is returned
to announce that Algorithm 6 fails to repair violated applications (line 5–
6). If all applications violated by device’s mobility are repaired, “pass” is
returned (as in line 7). Instead of dealing with all applications together
(as in initial placement approach proposed in Chapter 4, for the sake of
optimizing the result quality and guaranteeing to find an existing solution),
Algorithm 6 makes placement decisions for each violated application sepa-
rately without changing hosts of other ones, which helps to accelerate the
placement decision-making process.

Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6 try to repair violated applications without
changing other applications’ hosts. Such a mechanism is designed to reduce
the problem’s search space and to accelerates the search. However, as a
cost, these algorithms can only get local optimums, and the placement of
considered applications can be worse and worse during a long run. Moreover,
these algorithms do not guarantee to find a solution even if it exists. Our
approach for solving these problems is given in Section 7.4.
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7.4 Combination of Re-optimization and Reactive
Repairing

Algorithms proposed in Section 7.2 are designed to re-optimize the place-
ment in a dynamic fog, and guarantee to find a solution (if any exists).
However, with relatively high complexity, these algorithms may be not reac-
tive enough for repairing violated applications. Differently, Algorithm 5 and
Algorithm 6 proposed in Section 7.3 repair violated applications without
changing hosts of non-violated ones, which reduce the search space and thus
can be highly reactive. Nevertheless, Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6 have no
guarantee on either results’ optimality or the ability of finding an existing
solution.

To take advantages and avoid drawbacks of the mechanisms given in
Section 7.2 and Section 7.3, they can be combined as depicted in Figure 7.2.
Algorithm 5 (resp., Algorithm 6) is executed when a device’s leaving (resp.,
mobility) makes the current placement invalid. Algorithms that dynami-
cally re-optimize the placement (e.g., Algorithm 4) can be called when the
dynamic change does not violate any constraint and when Algorithm 5 /
Algorithm 6 fails to repair the placement.

a dynamic change
takes place

is the current
placement invalid?

try to repair the
placement with Algo-
rithm 5 / Algorithm 6

is failed?
re-optimize the
placement (e.g.,

Algorithm 4)

return the place-
ment decision

yes

no

yes

no

Figure 7.2: Combination of Placement Re-optimization and Repairing Approaches.
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In the highly dynamic fog, new dynamic changes can take place during
a placement decision-making process (i.e., before a launched algorithm re-
turns). If such a dynamic change violates certain constraints in the newly
calculated placement, the new placement must be repaired (by Algorithm 5
and Algorithm 6) before being applied.

The combination of dynamic placements re-optimization and repair-
ing allows them to mutually benefit from each other. Based on the re-
optimization, the placement decision can be kept close to the optimum, and
an existing solution is guaranteed to be found out. Based on the reactive
repairing, violated applications get a chance to be repaired as soon as pos-
sible.

7.5 Summary
This chapter proposes:

• the dynamic placement problem’s formulation;
• a dynamic placement re-optimization mechanism based on GA, and an

accompanied heuristic;
• a dynamic placement re-optimization algorithm that extends heuristics

proposed to deal with initial placement problems;
• a reactive placement repairing mechanism for quickly adjusting the

placement of applications violated by dynamic changes;
• the combination of the re-optimization and reactive repairing mecha-

nisms.

The approach proposed in this chapter supports different dynamicity
types (i.e., applications’ arrival / departure, devices’ joining / leaving, and
devices’ mobility), is application-agnostic, and helps to make placement de-
cisions close to the optimum and in reactive to dynamic changes violating
deployed applications. Algorithms proposed in this chapter are evaluated in
Chapter 8.
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The problem discussed in this work, how to place IoT applications in
the fog, is highly dynamic because of applications’ arrival / departure and
devices’ mobility / churn. In order to cope with such dynamicity, a set of
dynamic placement algorithms are proposed in Chapter 7. This chapter
evaluates these algorithms based on the use case of Data Stream Processing
(DSP) introduced in Section 5.3. The evaluation environment is same as
the one used for evaluating initial placement algorithms (see Table 5.1).

In the following, Section 8.1, Section 8.2, and Section 8.3 respectively
compare proposed dynamic placement algorithms under: applications’ ar-
rival, devices’ mobility, and fog nodes’ churn. Section 8.4 gives conclusion
of this chapter.

8.1 Evaluation with Applications’ Arrival
In this section, Section 8.1.1 introduces several algorithms that can deal with
applications’ arrival. Section 8.1.2 evaluates these algorithms with small-
scale problems, which allow obtaining and comparing all the algorithms’
results. Section 8.1.3 further evaluates these algorithms with large-scale
problems.

8.1.1 Algorithms to Compare

This section compares: i) two naive algorithms, which respectively consider
the cost of migrating components as 0 and ∞, and ii) three algorithms
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proposed in Section 7.2 for re-optimizing the placement while taking the
migration cost into account.

The two naive algorithms are:

• MigCostZero. When new applications arrive, MigCostZero makes place-
ment decisions for all components without taking the current placement
into account. i.e., MigCostZero is equivalent to the initial placement
approach proposed in Chapter 41.

• MigCostInf. When new applications arrive, MigCostInf makes place-
ment decisions only for components not placed yet (without changing
placed components’ hosts). i.e., once a component is placed, its host
will never be changed2.

The three algorithms designed for dynamically re-optimizing the place-
ment are:

• GA (i.e., Algorithm 3). Based on Genetic Algorithm, GA can find a set
of solutions to a dynamic placement problem and returns the one that
best fits the optimization objective (see Section 7.1 for more details).

• HGA (i.e., Algorithm 4). By extending GA with a heuristic (i.e., ini-
tializing GA’s population as the current placement and MigCostZero’s
result), HGA is expected to accelerate the decision-making process of
GA.

• MigCostAware, which extends the initial placement approach to take the
current placement and the cost of migrating components into account
(see Section 7.2.3 for more details).

To compare these algorithms, each of them is evaluated from two aspects:
scalability and result quality. The scalability is assessed through comparing
execution times of different algorithms given the same placement problem
to deal with. The evaluation of result quality is based on the comparison
of Weighted Average Latency (WAL, see Section 4.1 for more details) and
number of components to migrate (i.e., NBmig) obtained by different algo-
rithms.

8.1.2 Small-Scale Problems

Evaluation Setup

This evaluation reuses the small-scale infrastructure (with 27 fog nodes and
40 appliances) given in Section 5.3.3 (i.e., an infrastructure used in the eval-
uation of initial placement algorithms based on the DSP use case). Initially,

1MigCostZero is based on DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3), which performs the best among
evaluated initial placement approaches according to Chapter 5.

2MigCostInf’s placement decisions made for newly arrived applications are also based
on DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3).
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one DSP application is placed in this infrastructure. Then, 10 random DSP
applications arrive one by one, which implies 10 dynamic placement prob-
lems. Each evaluated algorithm needs to make 10 placement decisions. For
each evaluated algorithm, after it makes a placement decision, this decision
is considered as the current placement when the next application arrives.

Results and Discussion

Evaluated algorithms’ results are given in Figure 8.1. GA’s result is not
shown because its execution time explodes at the very beginning (i.e., when
placing 2 applications with 30 components). Because of the principle that a
placed component can not be migrated, MigCostInf does not arrive to find
solutions to all the 10 problems. In Figure 8.1 (b), WAL values are normal-
ized according to results of MigCostZero, i.e., given a dynamic placement
problem, WAL obtained by MigCostZero is regarded as 1.
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Figure 8.1: Evaluation Results under Applications’ Arrival (the dotted line indi-
cates when MigCostInf fails to solve the problem).

According to Figure 8.1 (a), HGA arrives to place 4 applications with
64 components in 0.6s. However, HGA’s execution time increases expo-
nentially with the number of components, and gets to be higher than 300s
when there are more than 5 applications / 102 components. Compared with
HGA, algorithms MigCostInf, MigCostZero, and MigCostAware are much
more scalable. In particular, because MigCostInf only needs to place newly
arrived applications, its execution time can be even lower than MigCostZero
and MigCostAware. However, this difference is rather insignificant in this
evaluation.

According to Figure 8.1 (b), HGA, MigCostZero, and MigCostAware get
WAL values similar to each other (especially when the number of compo-
nents is lower than 100). Differently, WAL values obtained by MigCostInf
can be much higher. Without considering the possibility of migrating com-
ponents, MigCostInf can only find local optimums, and can fail to solve
certain problems even if solutions exist. In this evaluation, MigCostInf fails
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to find a solution when dealing with more than 6 applications. By testing
components’ current hosts priorly, MigCostAware can miss fog nodes that
help to further lower WAL, and thus increases WAL. However, average WAL
obtained by MigCostAware is only 0.2% higher than that of MigCostZero,
which is rather insignificant.

As shown in Figure 8.1 (c), without migrating any component,
MigCostInf’s NBmig is always 0. Compared with MigCostZero,
MigCostAware helps to get lower NBmig values. The average number of
components to migrate obtained by MigCostAware is 13% lower than that
of MigCostZero in this evaluation.

8.1.3 Large-Scale Problems

Evaluation Setup

This evaluation reuses the large-scale infrastructure (with 10561 fog nodes
and 20000 appliances) given in Section 5.3.3 (i.e., an infrastructure used in
the evaluation of initial placement algorithms based on the DSP use case).
Initially, initAppNB randomly generated DSP applications are placed in
the infrastructure. Then, applications arrive in 10 rounds, which im-
plies 10 dynamic placement problems. Each evaluated algorithm needs
to make 10 placement decisions. For each evaluated algorithm, after it
makes a placement decision, this decision is considered as the current
placement when the next group of applications arrives. In each round,
appStep random DSP applications arrive to be placed. Different combi-
nations of initAppNB and appStep values are discussed in this evaluation
(initAppNB ∈ {1, 100, 200, 300}, appStep ∈ {2, 5, 10}).

Results and Discussion

Caused by the large infrastructure scale, GA and HGA get an execution
time explosion at the very beginning of this evaluation. Other algorithms’
execution times, WAL values, and NBmig values are respectively given in
Figure 8.2, Figure 8.3, and Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.2: Execution Times of Evaluated Algorithms (the dotted lines indicate
when MigCostInf fails to solve the problem).

According to Figure 8.2, MigCostZero and MigCostAware get execu-
tion times similar to each other, and their execution times increase with
the number of components. Differently, MigCostInf’s execution time is af-
fected by appStep rather than the number of components. Without taking
placed components into account, MigCostInf only makes placement deci-
sions for newly arrived applications. Thus, MigCostInf’s execution time gets
higher when more applications arrive (i.e., appStep is higher). Compared
with MigCostZero and MigCostAware, MigCostInf’s execution time can be
much lower especially when there are a lot of components already placed
(e.g., MigCostInf gets a 40 times’ speed-up when initAppNB = 300 and
appStep = 2). However, without considering the possibility of migrating
placed components, MigCostInf can fail to find a solution even if solutions
exist, and MigCostInf is more likely to fail when there are more components
already placed.
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Figure 8.3: WAL Obtained by Evaluated Algorithms.

Evaluated algorithms’ WAL values are normalized according to results
of MigCostZero, i.e., given a dynamic placement problem, WAL obtained by
MigCostZero is regarded as 1. As shown in Figure 8.3, according to problems
commonly solved by evaluated algorithms, MigCostInf is prone to get the
highest WAL. The difference between WAL values obtained by MigCostInf
and MigCostZero increases with the number of arrived applications, which
shows that MigCostInf’s placement decision can get worse and worse along
with applications’ arrival. Different from MigCostInf, which solves only a
subset of considered problems, MigCostZero and MigCostAware find solu-
tions to all the problems. Among evaluated algorithms, MigCostZero per-
forms the best in terms of lowering WAL values. Nevertheless, the difference
between WALs obtained by MigCostAware and MigCostZero is always lower
than 2% in this evaluation.
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Figure 8.4: MigNB Obtained by Evaluated Algorithms.

MigCostInf does not migrate any component. Thus, its NBmig is al-
ways 0. As shown in Figure 8.4, MigCostAware always gets lower NBmig

than MigCostZero, and the difference increases with the number of com-
ponents. When initAppNB = 300 and appStep = 10, NBmig obtained by
MigCostAware is up to 28.8% lower than that of MigCostZero.

The evaluation discussed in this section shows that, when dealing with
dynamically arrived applications,

• GA and HGA get satisfactory result quality, however, they are hardly
scalable.

• MigCostInf’s cost of migrating components is always 0 and has low
execution times, nevertheless, it can incur high WAL values and can fail
to find solutions to certain problems.

• MigCostZero is much more scalable than GA and HGA. It also highly
lowers WAL compared with MigCostInf, nevertheless, MigCostZero
leads to a relatively high NBmig values.

• MigCostAware gets execution times and WAL values similar to
MigCostZero while highly lowering NBmig values.
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8.2 Evaluation with Devices’ Mobility

This section compares five algorithms3 GA, HGA, MigCostZero,
MigCostAware, and Repair4Mob with the dynamicity of devices’ mobility.
GA, HGA, MigCostZero, and MigCostAware are explained in Section 8.1.1.
When devices move, the current placement can violate certain constraints.
Repair4Mob (i.e., Algorithm 6) is designed for rapidly repair (in terms of
constraint violation) the current placement upon devices’ mobility.

8.2.1 Evaluation Setup

This evaluation reuses the large-scale infrastructure (with 10561 fog nodes
and 20000 appliances) given in Section 5.3.3 (i.e., an infrastructure used in
the evaluation of initial placement algorithms based on the DSP use case).
Initially, 400 random DSP applications (with 8097 components) are placed in
the infrastructure. Dynamic placement problems are generated by moving4

a number of end devices (i.e., end fog node / appliance). Different numbers
of moved devices (i.e., 50, 100, 200) are discussed in this evaluation. For
each of these numbers, 30 dynamic placement problems are generated.

8.2.2 Results and Discussion

Because of execution time explosion, we are not able to get results of GA
and HGA in this evaluation. Other evaluated algorithms’ results are given
in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5: Evaluation Results under Devices’ Mobility.

3MigCostInf is not discussed because it does not update the placement upon devices’
mobility, which can result in invalid placements.

4After moving an end device, this end device is connected to a random Gateway or
Edge Server.
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When making a placement decision, MigCostZero and MigCostAware
always take all applications into account. Differently, Repair4Mob only up-
dates hosts of applications concerned5 by moved devices. Thanks to this
principle, when there are 50 moved devices, Repair4Mob always gets the
lowest execution time among evaluated algorithms (as shown in Figure 8.5
(a)). However, this principle can also make it difficult to find a solution,
because resources needed by considered applications (i.e., applications con-
cerned by moved devices) can be taken by other ones. As a result, Re-
pair4Mob’s execution time can strongly vary: when the number of moved
devices is assigned to 100, although Repair4Mob’s execution time is still the
lowest when dealing with most of the problems, it gets the highest execution
time (> 300s) for solving one problem. Moreover, without considering the
possibility of migrating applications not concerned by moved devices, Re-
pair4Mob can fail to solve a problem even if solutions exist (e.g., when the
number of moved devices is assigned to 200, Repair4Mob only arrives to find
solutions for 5 problems among the generated 30 ones). Both MigCostZero
and MigCostAware arrive to solve all generated problems. Devices’ mobil-
ity can make it necessary to update certain components’ hosts. However,
for most components, their current hosts are still valid. When trying to
place a component, MigCostAware uses the component’s current host as
the first fog node to test, which helps to start from a valid (in terms of re-
specting constraints) fog node and thus accelerate the search. As shown in
Figure 8.5 (a), MigCostAware gets lower execution times than MigCostZero
in this evaluation.

According to Figure 8.5 (b), MigCostZero performs the best in terms of
lowering WAL, and the difference of WAL values obtained by MigCostZero
and MigCostAware / Repair4Mob increases with the number of moved de-
vices. However, this difference is rather insignificant. When there are 200
moved devices, the average WAL obtained by MigCostAware is only 0.26%
higher than that of MigCostZero.

As shown in Figure 8.5 (c), compared with MigCostZero, Repair4Mob
and MigCostAware help to highly lower NBmig. In this evaluation,
MigCostAware gets the lowest NBmig, and the average NBmig obtained by
MigCostAware is 97% lower than that of MigCostZero.

This evaluation shows that, when dealing with dynamically moving de-
vices,

• GA and HGA are not scalable enough to deal with large-scale problems;
• Repair4Mob highly lowers the execution time when dealing with certain

problems, however, it does not guarantee to find existing solutions;
• in this evaluation, MigCostZero arrives to solve large-scale problems in

200s and gets the lowest WAL, however, it leads to a relatively high
5An application app is concerned by a moved device d if d is an appliance of app or

app has certain components placed in d.
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NBmig;
• MigCostAware gets execution times and WAL values similar to

MigCostZero while highly lowering NBmig values compared with
MigCostZero.

8.3 Evaluation with Fog Nodes’ Churn
This section compares five algorithms GA, HGA, MigCostZero,
MigCostAware, and Repair4Churn with the dynamicity of devices’
churn. GA, HGA, MigCostZero, and MigCostAware are explained in
Section 8.1.1. Repair4Churn (i.e., Algorithm 5) is designed for rapidly
repair the current placement upon devices’ leaving.

8.3.1 Evaluation Setup

This evaluation reuses the large-scale infrastructure (with 10561 fog nodes
and 20000 appliances) given in Section 5.3.3. Initially, 400 random DSP
applications (with 8097 components) are placed in the infrastructure. Dy-
namic placement problems are generated by making a number of randomly
selected end fog nodes leave the infrastructure. Different numbers of disap-
peared fog nodes (i.e., 25, 50, 100) are discussed in this evaluation, and 30
dynamic placement problems are generated for each of the numbers.

8.3.2 Results and Discussion

Because of execution time explosion, we are not able to get results of GA and
HGA in this evaluation. MigCostZero and MigCostAware’s results are given
in Figure 8.6. Repair4Churn’s results are listed in Table 8.1 to be discussed
specially, because it can only solve a subset of generated problems.

According to the comparison between MigCostZero and MigCostAware
shown in Figure 8.6, MigCostZero gets lower WAL values, and
MigCostAware gets lower execution times and lower NBmig. The aver-
age WAL obtained by MigCostAware is only 0.06% higher than that of
MigCostZero, while MigCostAware gets an average NBmig that is 46.2%
lower than MigCostZero.

Repair4Churn only updates hosts of components placed in fog nodes
that leave the infrastructure. This principle helps to accelerate the decision-
making process. However, without considering the possibility of migrating
components placed in other fog nodes, Repair4Churn can fail to find a solu-
tion even if solutions exist. In Table 8.1, Failure Rate indicates the number of
problems that Repair4Churn fails to solve over 30 (i.e., the number of prob-
lems generated for each number of disappeared fog nodes). For each number
of disappeared fog nodes, Repair4Churn fails to solve certain problems, and
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Figure 8.6: Evaluation Results of MigCostZero and MigCostAware under Fog
Nodes’ Leaving.

the number of problems it fails to solve increases with the number of dis-
appeared fog node. For each problem that Repair4Churn finds a solution,
Repair4Churn’s execution time and WAL value are normalized according to
the result of MigCostZero (i.e., given a dynamic placement problem, the
execution time and WAL obtained by MigCostZero are both regarded as
1). Each average of such normalized values is given in Table 8.1 (i.e., Ex-
ecution Time (normalized) for the average of normalized execution times,
WAL (normalized) for the average of normalized WALs). Compared with
MigCostZero, Repair4Churn highly lowers the execution time and gains a
speed-up of more than 1000 times. WAL values obtained by Repair4Churn
can be higher than that of MigCostZero, and the difference increases with
the number of disappeared fog nodes. However, in this evaluation, this
difference is rather insignificant. As Repair4Churn does not migrate any
component, its NBmig is always 0.

Number of Failure Execution Time WAL
Disappeared Fog Nodes Rate (normalized) (normalized)

25 15 / 30 0.054% 99.99%
50 18 / 30 0.054% 100.02%
100 27 / 30 0.078% 100.08%

Table 8.1: Evaluation Results of Repair4Churn under Fog Nodes’ Leaving.

This evaluation shows that, when dealing with fog nodes that dynami-
cally leave the infrastructure,

• GA and HGA are not scalable enough to deal with large-scale problems;
• Repair4Churn highly lowers the execution time when dealing with cer-
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tain problems, however, it can fail to find solutions to solvable problems
(especially when there are a lot of disappeared fog nodes);

• in this evaluation, MigCostZero arrives to solve large-scale problems in
200s and gets the lowest WAL, however, it leads to relatively high NBmig

values;
• MigCostAware gets execution times and WAL values similar to

MigCostZero while highly lowering NBmig values compared with
MigCostZero.

8.4 Conclusion
This chapter compares a set of dynamic placement algorithms under different
dynamicity types (i.e., applications’ arrival, devices’ mobility, and fog nodes’
churn). According to evaluation results, these algorithms’ pros and cons are
summarized in Table 8.2.

Algorithm
Supported

Scalability WAL NBmig

Guarantee Multiple
Dynamicity of Finding Solutions’

Types a Solution Finding
GA / HGA All 7 3 3 3 3
MigCostInf Application Arrival 3 7 3 7 7
Repair4Mob Device Mobility 3 7 3 7 7
Repair4Churn Fog Node Churn 3 7 3 7 7
MigCostZero All 3 3 7 3 7
MigCostAware All 3 3 3 3 7

Table 8.2: Pros and Cons of Evaluated Algorithms (3 indicates pros, and 7
indicates cons).

GA and HGA support all kinds of dynamicity types, and they are able to
find multiple solutions, which allows selecting a placement decision accord-
ing to any objective function (e.g., an objective function with WAL highly
weighted or with NBmig highly weighted). Given a placement problem, all
the other evaluated algorithms can only find a single definite solution (see
Multiple Solutions’ Finding in Table 8.2). If the found solution is not sat-
isfactory, these algorithms must leverage on other algorithms for making
another placement decision. For GA and HGA’s disadvantages, their exe-
cution times increase exponentially with problem size, which makes them
unsuitable to deal with large-scale problems.

MigCostInf, Repair4Mob, and Repair4Churn are respectively designed
to deal with one dynamicity type (see Supported Dynamicity Type in Ta-
ble 8.2). Although they can make placement decisions rapidly, it is possible
that they fail to find an existing solution (see Guarantee of Finding a Solu-
tion in Table 8.2). Moreover, compared with other algorithms, MigCostInf,
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Repair4Mob, and Repair4Churn are prone to result in high WAL values.
MigCostZero is equivalent to the initial placement approach proposed in

Part I, which is able to deal with large-scale problems and to find solutions
with low WAL values. However, NBmig is not taken into account in this
approach, and thus can be relatively high.

MigCostAware appears as the best compromise taking all the crite-
ria into account. It gets execution times similar to (or even lower than)
MigCostZero. Compared with MigCostZero, MigCostAware highly lowers
NBmig while introducing an insignificant increase of WAL. The disadvan-
tage of MigCostAware is that, given a placement problem, MigCostAware
can find only a single solution. If this solution is not satisfactory (e.g.,
WAL / NBmig value is too high), it must leverage on other algorithms (e.g.,
MigCostZero for lower WAL, MigCostInf for lower NBmig) for finding out a
satisfactory placement. Considering that MigCostInf, Repair4Mob, and Re-
pair4Churn can get execution times even lower than that of MigCostAware
in resource-rich infrastructures. If MigCostAware is not reactive enough for
certain use cases, it can be combined with MigCostInf, Repair4Mob, and
Repair4Churn as stated in Section 7.4.
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This work tackles the problem of placing distributed IoT applications in
the fog, that is how to map a set of software components onto a set of fog
nodes. Such a problem is an optimization / search problem with constraints,
and is proven to be NP-hard [5, 6]. In order to deal with large-scale prob-
lems and to make placement decisions that help to optimize applications’
performance, this work focuses on placement algorithms’ scalability and
placement decisions’ quality. The scalability is assessed through problem
size (i.e., components’ number and fog nodes’ number) that an algorithm
can deal with under a timeout, and the placement quality is expressed as
average response time of considered applications.

9.1 Contribution and Discussion
The placement problem is divided into two sub-problems in this work:

• initial placement problem, in which only selected hosts’ quality needs to
be taken into account;

• dynamic placement problem, in which both selected hosts’ quality and
the cost of migrating components must be considered.

As a special case of the dynamic placement problem, an initial placement
problem does not have applications already placed in the infrastructure (i.e.,
the placement decision is made for an infrastructure without any applica-
tion placed in it). In such a problem, there is no component to migrate
and no violated application (i.e., a placed application for which placement
constraints are not respected) to repair. For solving the initial placement
problem efficiently, it is specially dealt with in this work. The following
contributions are made to address the initial placement problem:

• a model and an objective function (i.e., minimizing Weighted Aver-
age Latency of considered applications), which formulate the placement
problem;

• five heuristics (AFNO, DAFNO, InitCO, DCO, and FailCap) that can
be combined with each other;
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• a detailed complexity analysis of proposed heuristics;
• a simulation-based evaluation that compares different heuristic combi-

nations and placement algorithms.

The evaluation shows that:

• placements fitting the proposed objective function help to decrease re-
sponse times of placed applications;

• each proposed heuristic can accelerate the placement decision-making
process and / or lower applications’ response times;

• the combination of proposed heuristics allows the algorithm to deal with
large-scale problems and to make placement decisions close to optimal
ones.

The proposed initial placement approach is specifically designed to ad-
dress IoT applications’ placement in the fog. Compared with other place-
ment approaches, this work deals with a wide range of constraints (i.e.,
CPU, RAM, DISK, devices’ properties, bandwidth, and network latency),
which ensures that placed applications can be properly executed in a hetero-
geneous fog infrastructure. By considering that IoT applications are tied to
sensors / actuators, the proposition of “anchor” (see heuristics AFNO and
DAFNO proposed in Section 4.3.1) allows localizing considered applications
(i.e., placing each application in fog nodes close to its sensors / actuators).
By taking the existence of resource-constrained devices / links in the fog
into account, the heuristic DCO prioritizes components whose resource re-
quirements are hard to satisfy, which helps to accelerate the search. By
combining these heuristics, the placement algorithm is highly improved in
both scalability and result quality.

To deal with the dynamic placement problem, this work proposes:

• two placement re-optimization approaches, one of which is based on
genetic algorithm, and the other one extends the proposed initial place-
ment approach;

• two algorithms, which respectively designed to rapidly repair the place-
ment violated (i.e., certain constraints are not respected) by devices’
mobility and churn;

• a mechanism to combine the placement re-optimization and repairing
approaches.

The evaluation shows that:

• the proposed dynamic placement approach supports a wide range of
dynamicity types (i.e., applications’ arrival / departure and devices’
mobility and churn), and is able to deal with large-scale problems;
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• the placement re-optimization approach allows the placement to be kept
close to the optimum (with both selected hosts’ quality and the cost of
migrating components taken into account);

• the placement repairing approach helps to lower the algorithm’s execu-
tion time, and thus can make placement decisions rapidly.

9.2 Future Work
There are several potential research topics that can be explored based on
the work in this thesis:

• experiment. To compare different placement decisions, applications’ re-
sponse times are simulated in this work. An experiment on industrial
testbeds (such as the Orange Labs internal testbed introduced in [12])
allows measuring application response times in real environments. A
further evaluation based on experimentation should be implemented in
the future.

• finer constraints. This work models an application with constant re-
source requirements (e.g., a binding’s bandwidth requirement is a con-
stant). Considering that resources required by some applications vary
periodically (e.g., Smart Bell can require more resources during the day
than in the night), the model can be enhanced with time-slotted resource
requirements1.

• application selection. When the fog does not have enough resources to
host all applications to place, the proposed approach returns “failure”
to indicate that these applications can not be satisfied simultaneously.
For better dealing with this case, the proposition can be extended with
an application selector, which selects a subset of applications to place.

• automated parameter setting. In the proposed placement approach,
there are several parameters (e.g., stepLen, failNB) to assign. As
a future work, a mechanism that automatically sets these parameters
can be developed.

• multiple optimization objectives. A placement problem can have mul-
tiple optimization objectives. This work only tries to minimize appli-
cations’ response times. To enhance the proposed approach, other op-
timization objectives (e.g., minimizing the infrastructure’s energy con-
sumption, maximizing placed applications’ availability) can be simulta-
neously considered in the future work.

1i.e., dividing a period into multiple time slots, and modeling resource requirements in
each time slot.
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